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. --\a BEITER .FUTURE . 
. . snJc students tak~_time out to h~lp build 
homes for families who need sh~~~r . 
. ~tory by ANGEL]OHNSON 
J ,ac. queline . Dona\":l.n . never Donavan, a sophomore in mar-thought she . could · . change keting, finds her volunteer v:ork someone's life just by giving her \vith Habit2t for Humanity uplift-
time,and eneigy. . ing, and like many others, she has 
· But then again she had never found· p=onal fulfillment by par-
worked with Habitat for Humanity, ticipating. 
an.organization that dcvdops hous- Volunteers Saturdav included 
ing for families in need. SIU football players add members 
' . . I. . . • ._ .. 'DCRCK ANDERSON. - OAILY EGYPTIAN 
SIU footbi!Jl team me,mbe!s {from right) Justin Kramer, Craig C:offin and Mark Philipp work together 
to help hang a section, of dry wall on the ceiling of a. Habitat for _Humanity. ho.me in Carbondale 
Saturday morning. Along with members of. the Delta Phi Mu sorority, four SIU football players joined 
other volunteers.and professional supervisors to help work on the nearly completed Oak Street home 
Nearly 20 volunteers worked of the Delta Phi M~ soronty. The 
Saturday to build a house for a volunteers worked for approximate-
Carbondale native. Dona\-an and ly four hours installing dry \\-all and 
other workers were finishing up . finishing other loose ends. Typically, 
loose ends in the nearly completed volunteers may find themselves put-
Oak Street home. ting up siding, installing doors and 
"She was so thrilled bec:iuse other tasks,. but there are always 
she had a door in her first house," professionals around to supervise. 
Donavan said; "It is times like that MHabitat,for Humanity is great. 
for a <;;a_rbondale native in need of housing. · 
that drives me to do. this cvcry 
weekend." See BUILDING, page 12 
Police· release- na1---1e of. _ . J<nigh~ Inn ·robb.er seiit~nced 
...... - • 1. """ ·-...-.."....;.•. ~ ' __ ..,._..,_ .. ..,.;..~,.,~.,•~ -~,l.'::T'~':.... ~ • ~ ....... ,,., ... ~ 
m
. ""·al·....,..n·' 'fou·:n'".:::d~ . d'e'-a-·d- -"s···-at' ·u,day: Murphysboro resident b !Jiemcidcnbtbcd~t!iescconth~~~.J~e~ 
1 . , , - • . . , ,· usmess was ro m a SJX-mon p-..nuu. 
- · · . . receives 14 years · The manager, Jacob Boateng, recognized 
Jackson's voice because he was a former ten-
ant of the inn. Boateng then called police, 




Police h:;,,: rdcased the nameofa Carbondale 
man who w:is found dead Saturday morning in a 
=k near a bicycle path be.-.'CC11 College Street 
and Grand Avenue. 
Police said the body of Er:c T. Peny, 44, 
1111 E. College St. Apt C, was found at abo•it 
10:45 am. in P-.t!es Fork Creek along a bicycb 
path abour onc:,-halfblock from the Carbondale 
Police Department, 610 E. Coll~ St Polio: 
said a person saw the body after sitting at a table 
next to the location. The cause of death has not 
been determined and_ an~autopsy was scheduled 
for Monday afternoon. 
Officer Dan Reid of Carbondale Police said 
investigators belil!\'C Peny died at the location, 
and there is no indication of foul play. It is not 
known when Peny was last seen, ahd the time 
of dC'lth has not been cs12blished pending an 
autopsy. 
Witnesses at the sa:ne ~d it was unusual 
that Peny was found without his bicycle that 
he often rode it because of problems with his 
leg. Btian Giffin, a friend and neighbor of the 
deceased, said he beliC\-cd a reflector found :.t 
the scene was Peny's. Reid said the bicycle may 
ha,,: been located Monday afternoon. 
Another 44-ycar-old C:ubondale man was 
found dead at about the same location in April 
2001. Thomas Cameron was found ·near the 
water's edge ncct to the same 12ble. 
"[Cameron] looked as ifhe was sitting at the 
table and fell out," Reid said. 
The Jackson County Coroner's office detcr-
rniP~ Cameron died of natural c:iuscs. 
Police are asking anyone who used_ the 
bicycle path or saw Peny after 4 p.m. Friday to 
call tl1e investigations division at 457-3200 or 
Carbondale Ctime Steppe!! at 549-COPS. 




A Murphysboro man maintained his 
innoa:nce before being sentenced to 14 years 
minus time sen-cd Monday for the armed 
robbeiy of the Knights Inn on.March 17. 
Isaac J,ckson, 23, appeared with his 
attorney and mother at the sentencing he.i.r-. 
ing. After one hour of arguments by both 
sides,.Jackson looked back to his mother 
in disapproval after Judge E. Dan Kimmd 
announced the sentence, which could ha~,: 
ranged from six to 30 years. 
• In March, Jackson entered the Knights 
Inn, 2400 W. Main St., in a ski mask and 
blue hooded coat and demanded money as 
he held the manager at gunpoint in"the-back 
room of the office for about 10 minutes, 
according to Jackson County court records. 
He then made off v.ith S250 and a gold rope 
chain. 
At the sentencing heail!lg,Jackson's attor-
ney requested a motion to dismiss, which was 
denied by IGmmd. 
In closing remarks, the prosecution said 
Jackson could not •conform his actions to the 
dictates of society" and recommended a sen-
tence of20 years. The defense requested the 
minimum six-year sentence, claimingJackson 
•is someone who can turn his life around." 
Jackson previously served time in the 
Menard Correctional Center and has been 
paroled after receiving a four-yeu sentence 
for the 1997 conviction of residential burgla.!y 
and a five-year sentence for a 1999 theft. 
He has 30 days if he \\":lnts to appeal the 
court's ruling. 
. Repcrtrr Brian Peach ran he ruuhd at 
bpcach@dail)'Cg)J'tian.com 
F~culty Association strike decision p~s~ible ·1ater· this eveni1t1g_: 
Union leadership to meet 
tonight after comple~tng 
$traw poll among members 
to go O\~ the proposal and gain feedback fiom ''We had proposed that r.egotiations be senlcd is to add an additional iirlftj :ftrl rtjj 
members, said Lenore Langsd(!_if, c;hair_ of ~e through binding fubiaation so that all six of these 1 pe=t to afl}' state . ··. · · 
· · council. · · · . . . · •: · · • · critical issues could be settled,• Daneshdoost said dollars appropriated for ~ 
"The leadership will al'!ain the bRC's .. rea- in an e-mail. "Instead, the board's last offer skirts. • sahi)· ina-cases. STRD:8 
Ben Botkin 
Daily Egyptian 
S!)ning behind its decision .to poll the ;meml:?ers these issues so important to the future success of Sti!J, salaries aren't 
at the Ctisis Meetings and give members ample . SIUC. It fon:cs the faa.t!ty to choose between the only issue for union 
opportunity ·to ask questions and apress their a weak contract and a strike that would dam- members, who also 
thoughts on the 'ronaact prop=.!," l:ingsdoif ~,th~ "uni.~ty in the shon term, but muld ha,,: a desire to see fac-
said in a stl~ent. "'\Ve want C\'CI}' member to · c:nsiJre its funirc health through greater shared ultyha\,:agreatcrpartin 
The F:icu!ty Association will complete a poll express l.iis opinion to the DRt." · . . go\'cmance." · ghing input during pro-
today, asking its members for feedback aboutthc '· The association repn:scnts a bargaining unit He· said the administration's latest proposal cesses such as program. 
SIUC :idministr.11ion's final conlr.lct offer and of :iboot 6S0 tenured and tenun:-lr.lck faa.t!ty. does not· include· adequate language regarding changes and decisions 
dcl:l)fog a possi"ble strike fa~ another day. About 390 of these are dues·pa)'ing members · program changes, ,,-rirklcia.d or fair share. · about ,..acatcd professor 
Union members were in a dosed meeting allowed to \'Ote in the po!L . In a pn:ss conference Monday, Vice posts. • 
.Gus says: 
Vote or get 
. off the pot 
Monday afternoon at the NC\,man. Catholic After. miewing the feedback, the ·council Chancellor for· Administration Glenn Poshard Poshard said that 
Student Center, the first session where the asso- can. decide tonight whether to send the conaact . sai_d lie. hopes that' the 'faculty \\ill. accept the administrators 'work 
ciation's Departmental Represent1ti\'C Council prop05:!1 to its membership fora \'Ote or reject it, proposal and avoid a strike. · ·· \\1th constituency. bod-
discussed tl1e proposal for a. new contr:lct and whicli could lead to a strike at SIUC. The associa- "'\Ve belil!\,: that this is the ,last and best offer ies representing campus 
pollcdfaa.t!ty. · · tionvotedbstNo\'embcrinsupport'ofastrikeon . \,,:ha\,: on the table," he said. , groups to gain feedback. He said the go:tl is get 
.The straw poll \~ill continue at 1r a.m. today Feb. 3 if talks at the bargaining i:,ible fail to· iach Poshard said the sahi)• offer is more than'any input and practice shared gm,=iancc in a s;~em 
and the: council, ronsisting of about .J6 elected a contract ag=ment. . •· · : . otl1cr public uni\'ersity in ll!inois has re=itly that is similar to many other universities. . 
officers 'representing SIUC academic depan- Mortcza'Daneshdoost, association-president, received. The administration's proposal gives · ''We both ha\,: impo~t roles to play," he· 
ments; \,ill con\'ene at its head~ers this C\'C- said he \\'35 dis:ippointcd by the administtation's · nothir.g for this p:z, but an in=se of at least said. "Someone has to make the final decision." 
ning at 6:30, association spokc:sn1:1n James Kelly rejection of the union's offer ofbinding:ubittation, 7 5 percent for the next ~ years. 
said Monday. , which ,,'Ould ha\-c brought in a third party media- · . . That's in _adcli~on .to any st1te appropriations 
The purpose of the meetings is for the council tor to make decisions both sides must follow. for wa.,"'; increases.-1l1e :idminisaation's proposal 
· &porter.Em Botkin mn k rradxd al. 
bbotkin@dai!Ji:roptian.com · 
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Student Health Programs 
;; Student Emergency Dental Service 
Offers 
FREE SEALANT DAY CLINIC · 
Prevent cavities/Save money 
Tuesday, February 11, 2003 ~ 
Appointments may be 
made by calling 536-2421 
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to put ;;(;;:~:..: ... : .. \your 
;,·' \ L 
\ lips? 
Hey SIU stude~ts~.\ 
Valentines Day is comlng/ari~ inquiring minds 
want to know what ma~es xm.i
1 
pucker up! Do 
you have someone speci~I you· like to kiss? . 
Where is the most me"1qrabl~ place that ·y·ou 
have smooched? Have y9i.iE!ver had a mortifying 
kissing experience? We'.~nqo\know what · 
does and doesn't make a 'great kiss! Log on to 
www.toLiveFree.com td fill ou~ bur kissing poll 
and tell us what keeps yo~ coming back for more. 
(And speaking of coming l,,a~k fbr more, watch 
for the poll results in future iss"uJs of the DE.) 
! .. :::I 
Go to www.toLiveFr;e\o2/for the kissing poll 
Prevent kissing mish•i;y, ~:7g your expert advice! 





NAT.I ON AL NEWS 
NASA's probe focuses in: on tiles 
Ro;b'fu'!m<=;t;1!~ ':;;~;~; ~fi!fu1~fea~ti~:~~f;sis 
from scratch. 
Practically from the start. investigators have focused on the 
possibiTrty that a 20-inch piece of foam insulation that fell off 
the shuttle's bis external fuel tank during rittoff Jan. 16 doomed 
the spaceaalt IJ'/ damaging the heat Illes that keep the ship 
from burning up during re-enlly into !he atmosphere. 
While Columbia was still in orf,it, NASA engineers ana-
lyzed launch footag_e frame-by-frame and were unable to 
determine for certain whether the shuttle was damaged. But · 
they ran computer analyses for different scenarios and dif-
ferent assumptions about the weigh! of the foam, its speed, 
and \'Yhere under the left wing it might have hit, even look-
ing at the possibility of tiles m1SSing over an area of about 7 
inches by 30 inches, NASA said: . · . 
The half-page engineering report - issued on Day 12 
ct the 1.6-<lay flight- indicated "the potential f. or a lari;e 
damage area to the tile." But the analyses showed •no bu·m-
through and no safety-of-flil!ht issue,• the report concluded, 
according to a copy releasecl by NASA ori Monday. · 
Him-level off~als at NASA said they agreed at the time 
with tlie engineers' ;issessment . 
lNTERNATlONAL NEWS 
Hezbollah -threatens 
Israel over flights in tel>anon 
BEIRUT - The leader of the Islamic mirrtant group 
Hezbollah threatened Monday to retaliate against Israel 
for sending warplanes on reconnaissance missions over 
Lebanon. 
Hezbollah leader Sheikh Hassan Nasral!ah called allega-
tions his group has chemical \veapons 'ridiculoU,: 
Thu~=~ :~ri:~~~!t~ ~~~~;i:tra~~fi;ifr:~n 
Lebanese anny and Hezbol!ah anti-aircraft gunners. 
Leb!i;~ ~~g~~l~:r, ~~t~~:lt~;tt: over 
Lebanon on apparent reconnaissance missions. The latest 
~;5~ts o~:: ~=:torfi;~~e~:r~ga~0~;::r~:ir :!er in 
the event of a U.S.-led war on Iraq. 
Hezbollah's leader, Sheik Hassan Nasrallah, stepped up 
the rhetoric. threatening Israel with a response outside the 
usual anti-airaaft firing on the planes. 
'These mock raids will not achieve anything except that 
NEWS 
Bush sends Con~ $2.2T budget 
WASHINGTON '- President Dush outlined a S2.23 tril-
lion spending plan for fiscal year 2004 on Monday that 
~~~t~~~~i~o~;:::i~~'i:u~fhhea~~~fo~!st~~ifffyf~n;:vn~nt 
and cope with terrorist attacks. . . · 
The government •must restrain the growth in any 
spending not directly associated with the physical secu-
nty 'of the nation," he said, according to the Associated 
Press. · 
Bush's plan, which \'lli!I be revised by Congress, 
empliasizes tax cuts meant to boost the limp economy 
at a cost'of inaeasin~ record budget deficits. It estimates 
that the federal defiot \'Viii be $304 billion this year and 
$307 billion i:i the fiscal year beginning Oct. 1. . 
The $2.23 trillion in spending for next year is an overall 
~~C:~s~"f ,f;; 6;~~n~e~n~r:ff~f~jIT~. that rev-
red ~~k~~t:~r!s:! j:!5 e~~s ~~tis~~.1~fjr~~~ ;~k~~ain 
Sen, Kent Conrad, senior Democrat on the Senate Budget 
Committee. The result, he said, would be higher interest 
rates, slower economic growth and a burden for baby 
boomers who will start retiring soon. 
they will create a dimate in l.P.banon and the region that 
~ ~:-t~r~t~fJ'. ~ho':~v;~~i~eans to deal 
Indonesian police arrest · 
alleged leader of suspected 
regional terror group 
JAKARTA. Indonesia - Indonesian poITce said Monday 
they arrested the alleged head of a terrorist cell in Singaf)ore 
. who is suspected of plotting lo hijack a plane and crash it 
into the Singapore airport · 
· Mas Selamat Kastari is believed to be tlie head of the 
Singa!)ore branch of the regional Islamic militant group 
~;';:1/st~t'fn~~~~i~~~~is~do~~'!N.ng out last 
He was arrested on Indonesia's !lintan island, a short 
feny ride south of Siniapore, on Sunday night, chief of . 
natJonal police detec!JVes Lt Gen. Erwin Mappaseng 5.'!id. 
mo!1:~~:tili! ~i~~1fi~fi1 a~!i~;~~~ becoming 
Today Fi ve,dal' Forecast Almanac 
Wednesday Mostly Sunny 27/16 A,verage high: 40 
Hig~ 32 Thursday Mostly. Cloudy 35/8 Average low: 2.1 Lowa Friday Partly Cloudy 30/9 Monday's precip: 1" 
Partly doudy. Highs in the Saturday Partly Clcudy 36/19 Monday's hi/low: 59/24 lower 30s. Feel like the (01,ver 
20s with vi.nds at 16 mph. Sunday Partly Cloudy 37/16 
CORRECTIONS 
Readers who spot an error should contact the DAILY 
EGWTW1 accuracy desk at 536-3311 ext. 253. 
DAILY EGYPTIAN i, publi,bcd Monday through Frid"Y during 
the fall >crncster •nd spring s,mcm:rs :and four times a Wttk during 
the 1ummer Jemest.er except during ,-aations and exam weeks by the 
,tudcnts of Southern Illinois Uni,.cnity al C•ri>ondalc. 
The DA!l.Y EcWllA.'l !us • fall and spring cin:uutions o1 
20,000. Copies m distributed on campus and in rhe Cari>ondalc, 
Z..!urphysboro. and CanerviUe communi1ie,. 
Phone: (618)536-3311 SruoE.,,Lm:EonnR: 
CALENDAR 
Today 
Minority Aviation Council Meeting 
general meeling 
ASA Bwlcftng 0009 D 
· 5pm 
SlUC Aikido Club 
general meeting 
Student Recreation Center Martial Ms Room 
6to8pm 
Pi Sigma Episilon (co-ed marketing fratemity) 
na,.,membei'snight 
Student Center, Saline Room 
6pm 
~;~ax: ~:::~ :~;:~~:: ===c o:r.27! P O LI CE REPORTS 
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• Reid A Lirely.30, Murphysboro, was arrested and charged \Wh 
OISOrderfy conduct, possession of drug paraphemafra and po<"....es-. = :J=~ am. ffiday at Faner Hall He posted $100 
• An envelope with S20 cash was stolen l'rom the Daily Egyptian 
!)ffice .at ~bout 3:15 pm. Hiday. Police have no suspeas and the 
1mes1Jgation cononues. 
·~James Batusic. 19, Orland Park, was arrested and 
~w~:~~~~~~:m~~~~ 
city notices to appeai in court and was released. 
• Ginger L Ganfll'lel', 25, Carbondale, was arrested and diarged 
with ~ under the influ31ce of alcohol, illegal transportation • 
of alcohol and improper lane usage at 3:50 am Saturday in th.e 
1200 block of South WaU Street She was unable to post bond 
and was taken to the Jackson County Jal' 
The DAIL y EGYPTIAN' the student-run 'newspaper of sruc, is committed' to being a trusted source of 





. com1n~ . 
of .spring•· \··.·.·. 
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SIPA observes holiday 
with festivities at 




In a small stone shelter buried deep in the heart of Giant City Park, something was stirring Sunday night. . 
A group of about 60 people stood on the 
damp. lc:ives blown onto the stone floor and 
chatted .abom the unusually mild weather. 
Flags were hung over the 9pen entrances and 
shielded C\·e:yone from the warm wind gusts 
blowing outside. There were nvo uncovered 
fires buming in pits at opposite ends of the 
room, both spitting flames and breathing out 
immense, scaring heat. 
"They told me to put more wood on the 
fire,· SIUC student Bill McNelly said. "I think 
they're after light, but I think I singed my back 
hair.· _ .. ·- . 
The overhead light bulbs were switched 
off once the light from the fire was bright and 
the whole room went silent. A red candle on 
a narrow black stand w:is ·dimly burning as a 
small, black cauldron sat next to the base of the 
stand on the stone floor. The celebration could 
begin. 
The Southern · Illinois Pagan Alliance 
celebrated lmbolc with a Candlemas ritual 
Sunday. lmbok, meaning "in the bellyt is a 
Pagan holiday closely related to what most 
people know as Groundhog Day. It recognizes 
the earliest beginnings of spring. The seeds of 
growth "in the belly"' of the earth arc stirring 
for the first time. 
Imbolc is also a time of personal intuition 
and looking fom-ard. Followers of the holiday 
may choose the time to realize dreams for the 
future and plant their own seeds of inspiration 
to connect with the earth. 
The holiday is also connected to the Irish 
Celtic goddess Brigid, also known as Brid, 
Brigit or Bride. Feb.2 is also known as St. 
Brigid's Day in Ire!a"nd. lmbolc is the point 
at which the old, winter aspect of the goddess, 
the Crone, is transformed into the Maiden 
\·irgin goddess. Brid is not only the goddess 
of pomy and healing, but also the goddess 
of fire. Therefore, a Candlemas ritual is 
appropriate. 
. , STEVC .IAHHKE - DAILY EGYPTIAN 
Members of the Southern Illinois Pagan Alliance (Sf PA) celebrate lmbolc, the Pagan festival that welcomes the coming 
of spring, inside a pavilion at Giant City State Park Sunday evening. This is one of eight festivals that the group celebrates 
throu·ghout the year. · · 
The Candlemas ritual began with high lC\·els. Bells and chimes that SIPA members would be the earth and seeds, and the intangible 
priest Don Elwell and high priestess Tara had brought with them began to ring. Staffs would be your emotions. The tangible SCJ'\-CS as 
Nelsen star.ding in the middle of the circle. The beat on the stone floor and provided a rhythm a reality f?ase, making it easier to connect to the 
surrounding people each held an unlit, slender, to the layered sound. The sound became one intangib!c." · 
white candle. Ehvell, dressed in a black-hooded and em-.:loped the room. "] basically tty to tic the earth and my 
cloak, told them to breathe deeply and feel Elwell raised his arms and rold the circle to individuality together;· SIPA member and 
the warmth of th~ fire. A gust of \\ind blew stop. Everything went quiet. SIUC student Shivian Balarias said. "It's pretty 
through the flags and into the room a fC\v "Be still," Elwell said. "Listen. Spring is common that instead of scp-.irating ourscl~-es 
reconds after Elwell's instructions and brought coming." from the planet, we tl)' to meigc oursclves with 
the fire to a crescendo. Elwell instructed the circle to pass each bag the cycle of nature: · 
The guardians of the east, south, west :md -,f seeds to the person on the right and g:l\'c . Elwell said SlPA is more of a nenvo:dcing 
north were called and welcomed; Nelsen calkd' · them a: task to plant those seeds. He reminded group than a religious group with a shared set 
on. the go;ddess. Brigid and •\\-clcomed her. with th.cm that they carry each other's seeds, as well of beliefs. 
the red candle, asking her to "touch us with as cich others hopes. "There: are circles with one specific 
your light." The guardians \\,:re thanked for their pres-· pantheon; Elwell said. "SIPA is more of a 
Ehvell proceeded to distribute small, white em:e and bid farewell. Brigid was thanked and networking association by and large. Each of us 
bags to the circle. He walked around the circle blessed. The circle knecled on its hands and pick and choose different beliefs and customs. 
and carried the cauldron that had been sitting knees and abruptly cheered. The celebration fa'Cl)ixxly's got a path to w-.Jk." 
on the floor. E:ich person in the circle took a ·was over. SIPA started in September 1998 and offers 
small pinch ·of seeds from .the cauldron and SIPA members celebrate lmbolc for various a quarterly ncv.-sletter for $10 a year. All events 
dropped the seeds in cich bag. • reasons. Some put more emphasis on the return arc free. 
"Every· seed is a promise of life that can of spring than on their individual hopes and Imbok is one of eight rituals performed 
come if nurtured," Elwell said to the circle.· dreams. . during the year. The m:xt ritual C\"ent is Ostara, 
"]mbolc is a time when agricultural society "It's about the coming of spring," SIPA the Pagan celebration. of the Spring Equinox. 
recognizes shoon of grain coming up from the membcr Sean Lilly s:ud. "To me, it's about the SIPA also runs a psychic fair fund-raiser each 
snow. I ask you to remember fertility and what acknowledgement of things coming back to · year and takes part in canned food donations 
it means." life. You can already see sap coming dmm on and clothing dri.-es for charity. . 
The time came to light each person's the trees." "\Ve ha\1: people im-oh-.:d in SJPA all the 
. candles. "I'm a girl of the sun," Nelsen s:ud. "So my way from middle school kids to senior citizens," 
"As you light the candle, make noise," Elwell big focus for Jmbolc is that it's the beginning of Nelsen said. "Just come out, introduce )-Ourself, 
said. "Howl. Sing. And keep it up until every light. For me, the focus is more on the earth and stand around and get acti\'e." 
i::mdle is lit." the return of spring." Nelsen said the best thing for inter-
The room began to fill with a low murmurof Mostmemberstrytobecomeclosertonature ested people to do is'\•isit SIPA's website at 
voices holding a single note and slowly building during lmbolc and see a symbiotic relationship · sipa:timerift.m:t. . 
as each person's canale made its w~y around the ben,-een the earth and the individual 
circle. Elwell repeatedly begged for more sound. "One symbolizes the other and they go &portu Burh JJ'a=n 
Singing and walloping began to rise above the hand-in-hand," McNelly s:ud. "You have the ranhmuhedat 
lmv murmur and· brought the sound to m·o tangi1ile and intangi1ile things. The tangi1ile bwasson@dailyeg;-ptian.com 
Joint venture emerges to compete with free download sites 
Echo is provided 
by six companies 
Jackie Keane 
Daily Egyptian 
For a college student, the differ~ 
ence benveen a downloaded CD and 
a store-bought CD is a vast price cut 
or attractive cover, yet it means 
much more for music reta.i!ers. · 
As Kazaa :ind other free music 
download sites continue to boom, 
record labels and music stores 
continue to see .a decrease in music 
sales. To regain a grasp on slipping 
CD sales, stores must find different 
marketing strategies to keep hold ~f 
consumers. 
Best Buy closed more than 100 of 
its Musicland stores this year. The; 
decline in music sales h:is caused the 
company to become part of a joint 
venture called Echo. Echo is a nC\V 
online music scr\ice provided by six 
companies. The users will be able to 
download songs directly onto por-
table music players; such as MP3s. 
Through this joint venture, Echo 
could accourt for about 40 percent 
of recorded music sales in the U.S., 
according to U.S.·News and World 
Reports. 
Keith Crook, a freshman in 
radio-television~ has not- bought a 
CD in two years, )1:t lie has about 
200 songs · downloaded onto his 
computer. With free music sites that 
take only 5 mi_nutcs'to:download a 
song, he has kept CD pu_rchasing to 
a minimum. : · · ·" -
"1'11 type· in a bunch. ohongs 
before 1 go to .bed and ha\"C them 
download · through the. night,"· 
Crooksaid. 
Plaza-Wuxtry Records, 816 E. 
Main St., has turned more attention 
to selling used CDs,' John· Sands, ' 
store manager of Plaza-\Vuxtry ..;_ BMG, EMI, Sony, Universal 
Records, acknowledges the ·slump- and.Warner arc either losing money 
ing sales, and he associates, the or barely making any. Some analysts 
decrease with the accessibility predict it will not be long before the 
college students have to fast-speed · five: major companies downsize to 
Internet connections. four or even three, according to U.S. 
"You can tell people are buying News and World Reports. Kazaa 
less .music in general," Sands said. was downloaded 3 million times 
Even Wal-Mart, the . nation's, .within one week during January·. 
largest music rcta.iler, is headed in Music sales were among the 
the same direction as Best Buy. . biggest declines at Best Buy last 
"Little stores and big stores are quarter, Donna Beadle, Best Buy 
all feeling the hit of burning and spolieswoman told the'Star tribune. 
d!)wnloading. It will probably get The'hope of Echo is to help mi:rse 
. worse. before it gets better," Sands declining CD sales throughout the 
said; TTl~sic retailers represented through-
Nationnide CD sales fell almost out , Echo. Various entertainment 
9 percent in 2002 and arc expected options, such as CDs, DVDs, games 
to be down this >·ear an additional 6 and :music made :up · 22 · percent of 
percent, according to U.S. NC\\"S and Best Buy's sales ~t;year. The deal 
World-Reports. . · · · _-. will'allow a place for:consumcrs to 
As music fans stay tuned to Kazaa download music. 
· for thc:swapping of free tra~, the · The marketpbcc for music· is 
musicindust1ycontinu~s to struggle. , headed in an u,'lknown direction. 
All fo·e major music companies·. Echo's next step.is getting a liccns-
ing agreement from all five of the 
major record labels' music publish-
ers. Securing licensing agreements 
will take about six months. 
Though the downloading sensa- · 
tion. has had a negati.-e impact on 
many local and big music businesses, 
.there are consumers who hear a song 
and then· go ti? a store to purchase 
theCD .. 
"(Free download sites) seem to 
encourage more sales here, because 
people can hear stuff first. Th_ey can 
make more inforn1ed decisions. We 
ha,-.: used CDs anyways, and_ it is 
still cheaper to buy used CDs than 
to get on and download songs," said 
Josh Rayburn, manager of P Mac 
Music. 
"1 haven't noticed that much of a 
difien:ncc,9 Rayburn said. · 
&porter Jad..ie Ktant 
am be rtathtd at 
jkearu:@dailyegyptian.com 
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In most competitions, SlU's Rotor 
and W1ng ASSO<.-iation of American is 
the underdog. 
The_v continwiir compete against 
airline pilots from TIVA. United 
Airlines and other big-name compa-
nies - and the\' win. 
~These guj-s regularly compete 
directly against prryfessionals who ha\'C 
been doing this for }~t said Charlie 
Rodriguez, rotor and wing faru!ty 
adviser. ~And it's not uncommon for 
them to beat them." 
The acrobatics group is also 
unbeaten in the college IC\'C!. They 
tra\ -cled to Oshkosh \ Vis., last "-eek 
to -,fficially accept first place in the 
International Aerobatic's Oub's 
intereollegiate competition. Rotor and 
\ Ving also took the award last )"e:>:·, its 
first in competition 
Throughout the )'-"af, scores itre 
compiled from •,-:,,nous competitivns 
inmhi;ig college srudcnrs and profes-
sionals, and compared to unn'Crsities 
throughout the rount1y. 
But with two top rilors ha,ing 
graduated last semester, the oiganiz.~-
tion may be left in the dust, with only 
one student remai: .ing to compete. 
Caleb Robinson, a junior in 
a,iation re· 'mology from Carbondale, 
stepped i ... o Rotor and\ Ving last )'t."ar, 
filling the empty role left by team c:ip-
. rain Ty Englehardt, who led the g1oup 
through its first season ~f competition. 
· TI1e past two years, team c:iptains 
Englehardt and Matt Boehm, SIU 
;ilu~ni, ha,·e been awarded top pilots 
in the intercollegiate competition, leav-
ing big shoes for Robinson to fill. 
DAILY EoYPnAN NEWS 
PROVIDED ART 
In only its second year of competition, the Rotor and Wing Association of America, a registe,red student organization, has twic:e:won 
national honors in the International Aerobatics Club's intercollegiate competition. The planes u~ed in national competitions and local air 
shows are owned by individual members and can cost between SS0,000 and $200,000: 
"This )'Car we're going to ha,-e 
to focus on the fundamentals; 
Rodriguez said. "I'd like to keep the 
trophy for another year, but it's going 
to take work." 
Not only docs the group need 
members, they need fin.mcial support. 
Each plane used for competition 
costs upwards of S50,000. Each hour 
of flight pra~cc can cost anywhere 
between Si5 and S100. Oil changes, 
fuel and i,,neral maintenance are all 
c.xpected - expenses throughout the 
)'elf, and: ·1 are paid out-of-pocket by 
team members. 
"They don't usually praetice C\'ery-
day, but the cost adds up o,·cr time," 
Rodriguez. •J mean, you\-e got to ha,.., 
a little mm'<:\" to do this." 
The work of an acrobatics pilot can 
also be phpically and mental c.xh:iust·: 
ing in what Rodriguez calls the tough-
est sport around. Pilots fly around 11 
· maneuvers in a ],000-n"eter box 
Tiiey maneuver the plane through 
loops :md turns, speeding it to spc-eds 
abm-.: 200 mph and slm,ing to a mere 
20 mph in seconds. The gm·itational 
forces of th::ir actions can make them ~It's like ice-skating - it's a set 
fcelhalfthci, \\'eight and then within a routine," he said. "You ha\'c. to pay 
moment, nearly a ton. attention to form, spnmetry, =-
"The pilots literally put their bodic-s tion. It's \'Cl)' challenging." 
through hell," he said. Rotor and Wmg group members 
Even with the repercussions, also participate in local air.shows as 
.Robinson said there isn't anything he, • a fond-raiser for their competitions. 
likes to do more than fly. . C~ They also throw aeronautic 'science 
Robinson had been fl)ing years. campus for \'Outh groups such as 4-H 
before he :idC>pted the style ofaerobar- Club and B~y Scouts. . . .' · ; · · -
ics'last year. He is currently recruiting . L • •··!"c. :'..'. 
students to join his squad in his que.r Rrparter Katie D1111is 
to claim the collegiate trophy a third ran he rrachrd at 
time. kdavis@dailycgyptian.com 
COBA faculty are concerned U.S .. focus ·still on Iraq • mWHMM#ffl-
Moustafa Ayad 
Daily Egyptian 
Se\'cral professo:s in the Collc:g,: of 
Business Administration are taking a 
more neutral stance toward what may 
rum into a strike at sruc. . 
Su?.anne N=, an assisunt profes-
sor in marketing, said that one of the 
reasons professors in the business school 
seem to be taking a more stable ~ranee 
10 the situation facing the Uni,'Cl'Sity is 
the srudents. 
"We [the·Collegc of Business and 
Administration) are a lot closer to the 
impact," she said"\ Ve teach juniors and 
seniors; we ha\'e a lot more contact." 
Nasco, a recent hire to the marketing 
department, S!lid that she c:ime to SIUC 
not knowing the depth of the animosity 
within the Unh-ersitysetting. 
"Most of the issues on the table are 
with the pre\'iollS administration;_she 
S!lid. ·r like mv chair and m\' dean and 
I understani: the position they're in. I 
don't want to make it any harder on 
them." 
The collc:g,: also houses some deeper 
sentiments toward a possible faculty 
strike. 
Lyn Mathur, a professor of account-
ing since 1988, said the strike is ·a labor 
relation's problem 1hat is riles~ing with 
innocent people. 
"The issue is between employees 
and managers . and the students are 
being held hostage," she said. 
Mathur S!lid that the farulty union 
is not looking at the budgetary concerns 
of the state and hm,· that affects the 
Unh·ersity as a whole. The economy is 
going southward and tl1e f.iculcy is try-
ing to intellectualize a ~se, she said. 
*Where is the money going to come 
from?" she said." \Ve think \\'C need a 
raise? Tell that to the people who are 
facinglay-offs." .. 
~lathur pointed to the budget erisis 
that faces the state and is the concern 
for many state instirutions citing that 
the faculty is not truly analyzing the 
current situation. 
Randall l:lahn, an accounting 
professor, related tl1e strike siruation 
to an economic event. In areas of high 
demand for bbor, then: seems to be a 
more reluctant ,'iew of the strike. In 
these areas proft"Ssors can find jobs and 
enter the job maiket without hesitance, 
but areas where there seems to be a low 
demand for labor, there is strong sup-
port of the strike. 
Students in the business school 
notice the strong suppon the faculty are 
giving them. 
"They put the students first. The 
business teachers are together.• Said 
Natalie Hausser, a junior in accounting 
from \Vest Frankfurt. 
She also said that the business 
professors who teach her class do not 
talk much about the strike. they simply · 
t<!:!ch their classes and provide the 
needed help. 
Dorothy Porter, a b11Siness man-
agement major from Du Qioin, has 
first hand experience with unions and 
understands this is a diffi::ult time for 
all farulty :.nd students who are here at 
theunn'Cl'Si!Y. 
"The teachers here, are interested in 
seeing students get what they pay for a 
rustomer proprietary relationship," she 
S!lid • I support the teachers, but I don't 
like to cross picket lines, I'm a dauzhter 
of a union member. When you're raised 
all your life as pro-union, it's hard to 
cross that line." 
Mo11sJafa.ll.}'ad 




Despite the capital's preoccupation 
with ilie e.xplosion of the space shuttle 
Columbia, the \\7hite House's forus 
on Iraq has not been deterred. 
Secrctan- of State Colin Powell 
said he wo~ld present thcUruted 
State's case against Iraq to the United 
Nations Sc-curity Council as planned 
\Vednesda)\ 
According ro a New York Times 
report, \'\'hitc House spokesman 
Ari Fleischer said the loss of the 
shuttle "dces not have any impact 
or change on any of the president's 
responsibilities to keep the peace 
and protect American people from 
dangers around the world." 
J·fans Blix, chief United Nations 
\\'Capons inspector, said Powell needs 
more than what the \!\'hire House has 
offered in the past ,,-eeks. 
"\Vhat we need is proof that will 
allm,· us to take action; Blix said. 
"Thar is proof that leads directly to 
exact locations." 
Po,,'C!I didn't promise he would 
dcfa-er exact locations of weapons to 
the council, but he said Monday he 
would provide a compelling dem-
onstration that l:raqi leader Saddam 
Hussein "is concealing the C\idence 
of his weapons of mass destruc~ 
tion, while presening the \\1eapons 
themsch-es," the New York Times 
reported. . . • 
Inthe\Val!StrcctJoumalMonday, 
Powell S!lid· he ,,uulil not present a 
"s_moking gun" on \Vednesday, but 
that he would offer "evidence con- . 
ccming the weapons programs t~at 
Iraq is \\'Diking so hard to hide.• 
If the evidence is as clear as Blix 
hopes, inspectors may ha,·c an easier .. 
time when they return to Baghdad 
on Saturday for a nC\\' round of talks 
,vith Iraqi officials. They accepted 
Iraq's imitation to return for more 
im-estigation, sa)ing they did so \\ith 
the clear expectation of action that 
needs to be taken by Iraq before their 
visit. 
More talks come as a satisfaction 
to some countries - such as France 
- that ha,-e asked for more evidence 
against Iraq. 
But George P:tpandreou, foreign 
minister of Greece, which holds the 
presidency of the European Union, 
warned Iraq's chances of a\'oiding war 
are slim. 
P:tpandreou suggested Arab lead-
ers tm'Cl to Baghdad quickly and 
warn Hussein his time is running 
out. 
ln Turkey, Prime 1\'linister 
Abdullah Gui ;innouneed . l\londay 
that he ,viii submit a proposal to 
?:irliament than:ould open the way 
fo1 U.S. troops to be stationed in his 
country during a possible war against 
neighboring Iraq. 
According to the Iraqi NC\\'S 
Agency, U.N. weapons inspectors 
found a leftO\'Cf ccmmic mold of a 
small missile and a damaged and 
modified wame:id on Monday. Still, 
former President Jimmy Caner urged 
the United States not to att:tc~ Iraq, 
saying \Vashington has not made a. 
strong enough case for war. 
Carter said an attack on the 
et•\111:try could pro\'Oke HllSsein to use 
weapons CJf mass destruction. 
Rrpcrlrr Kristina Hern1dohlrr 





Careeis in law \-..ill be the 
subject of a locus session.led by 
Carmen Suarez, Assistant Dean 
for taw School Career Services. 
The luncheon is from 11 a.m. to 
l p.m; today in the Saline Rn.er 
room in.the Student Center. 
Solo show Friday 
·out All Night-lost My 
Shoes• is a solo performance 
by • guest artist Ter,y Galloway 
at 8 p.m. Friday in the Marion 
Kleinau Theatre. second floor of 
the Communications Building. 




open in Effingham 
A new Parent Training and 
Information Center, Family 
Matters, will serve all counties 
outside- of the Chicago region. 
~Inin;a:;x lnf~~=tion ~!~~: 
wovides information. referrals, 
~d~J::nfnY.a~~~il; ~=~~ · 
i~-;ues to students with disabifi• 
ties, their parents and educational 
i,rofessionals. 
Family Matters' cenl.lal office 
is at 2502 S. Veterans Dr. in 
Eftini:ham, where information 
speoafists answer calls to a toll-
free help line. The help fine can 
be accessed from 8 a.m. to 8 
p.m. Monday through Thursday 
and 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Fridays. 
86~36-7842. 
NEWS. DAn.v EGYl"TiAN 
Air Force recruits 
, , . ' HANNAH SIMMONS .. DAILY EGYPTIAN 
Nathan Unger (right) met with Gregory Boyce (left), Staff Sergea~t USAF and Air Force Recruiter Thursday nighl Boyce 
and Steven P. Suiter, Technical Sergeant USAF, met with 12 recruits at a local restaurant to prepare them for b;isic training. 
Unger, 25, will be flying out today to San Antonio, Texas, where he will stay for four months. After basic training, he will begin 
tech school and study law enforcement Unger says he has no worries about joining the military during the hard times. 
Mor~ college ·stu,deµts·giving textbooks a pass 
Susan C. Thomson 
St. Louis Post-Dispatch 
ST. LOUIS, Mo. (KRT) - Ron 
.l\loulc:wski teaches introductory economics 
pretty much by the: textbook, one: chapter after 
another. In his inforrri:tl lectures, he refers often 
to specific pages where students C:111 find infor-
m:ition rhcy11 need for tests. 
Yet more: than a week into the new semester, 
only :ibout h:tlf of his students rur.'c brought 
the: assigned book to his class at St. Louis 
Community Collq;c at Florissant Valley. Some 
say they simply left it at home:. Others pie.id good 
intentions, 5a)ing they plan to buy it. 
.l\loulcwsk.i's apcricncc tdls him, though, 
dut fi\'c to 10 students in this class of 25 or so 
will nC\'CI' get :around to getting the book. He 
s.ys that's the way it's been for SC\'Cl':u )'C:IJ'• in his 
classc:s and those of some: of his colletgUC>. And 
they're worried :ibout it. 
So is the Natio'n:tl Association of Collq;c . 
Stores, which estim:itcs that about 20 patent of 
urxlagr.uhutcs nationwide: aren't buying, tcf!ting 
or othcrwisc acquiring the books their professors 
expect them to h:n-e. In SW'\'t)'5, only :ibout 42 
patent of students ha\'C told the association they 
think textbooks arc ncccssary. · 
The association is running a test campaign 
on 18 campuses to brir.., the situation to the 
attention of faculty members. . . . . 
· "Faculty bcliC\-c _that hamg textbooks 
correlates with student. succcss; said Laura 
Nakoncczny, spokeswoman for the group, said 
they don't realize: that more students "arc just 
s:a)ing no to purchasing required hooks." 
No question that m:iny students arc put off 
by cost. The: price has Lcc:n rising r:tpidly as 
publishers ha\-e updated content, printed books 
on better paper, added color and graphics and, 
in some cases, p.ickagcd them with compact 
discs. 
G~ Shapiro, a scruorvia: prcsidcntofFollctt 
Corp.. which operates 680 stores on 550 co11cgc 
campuses :around the country, puts the :l\'Cragc 
price of a co1lcgc textbook today at S72.83. 
The tat for Mozdc:wski's class - lc:ss than 
an inch tl.ick and with a paper emu- goes for 
.SSJ. "If I don't h:n-e to buy the book, I'm not 
going to spend sso; said Joe Finazzo, a student 
in the class. It's a coursc-by-counc decision 
with him, depending on the professor and the 
subject. 
StC\-cn Saville of Webster Gl'O\'CS, Mo., is a 
student at the Urm,:nity of Illinois at Urmna• 
Champaign. He s.ys some students there too: 
the=.:t·and-scc: approach to tatbookbu)ing. 
Nobody is predicting that textbooks will go 
the way of slates and quill pens, but this is the 
digital age:. Today's collq;c students learn not just 
from the printed word but from tclc:visio:1 and 
:he lntc:rnet. Savvy professors ha\-e learned to 
supplement books with new media. 





Lindsey J. Mastis 
Daily Egyptian 
Graduate medical education p~ms in 
the: School of Medicine: recently l't'Ccivcd full 
rcaccredidation, but when the prograhi is again 
cv:iluatcd in 2007, the school must ~c:t nc:w 
guidelines to keep accreditation. . 
Those new guidelines require that admin-
i:trators prove students comprehend what they 
ha\'e been taught and limit the amount of hours 
student residents work. 
The: · Accreditation Council for Graduate 
.l\lcoical Education appro\'Cd the: school and 
all of its resident programs. Kan:n Broquet, 
assistant dean for graduate medical education, 
said C\01:ry program, as well as the school in 
general, is accn:dited scpar:1tcly. 
"Inc reason this cycle was significant is 
it doesn't matter what kind of standing the 
indiviciual progr:uns arc in,•. she said. "If the: 
institution isn't 3lCrt:dited, none of the res.· 
dency progr:1ms can continue." · 
ACGME will require the school to show 
medicil competencies in six areas - mcdicil 
knowledge, patient care, interpersonal skills, 
professionalism, S}'5tems based practice practice• 
based le:uning . and imprm-ement. The other 
· includes time limitations on student residents. 
A student resident cm work 80 hours a 
week, but Broquct s.iid the: ACGME is placing 
additional limitations on hours because stuJent 
residents could put thcmseh'CS and others at 
risk if fatigued. 
"fa-en working 80 hours a week •.• you can 
still get rcally sleep dcprh-ed and not func.-tion 
cffccti\'Cly," she: said. "So now we're going to 
ha\'C new requirements that say, if you"re up all 
night on call, you can't be at work taking care of 
patients all the next day because that's not safe, 
and it's not good for pct'ple." 
Residents will not be able to work more than 
30 hours at any gh-en time and must wait 10 
hours before working ag.1.in. They must also 
ha\-c at least one full day off, Broquet said. · 
. "So, really, the main differences arc going to 
be hmv the: duty hours arc divided up,• she said. 
"Our challenge is guing to be how to meet that 
and still make sure that patients arc taken care 
of and also make surc that the training doctors 
arc not left out of the loop." 
The undergraduate School of Medicine , 
rcceh'Cd full accrcditation in spring 2000, for 
SC\-Cn)-ears. 
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Faculty: Throw dm,n your· towel and 
show SIUC what you're made of. Take the 
administration's final proposal to a member 
vote - once and for all. You can·~ stay in the 
dressing room fore,·er. · 
The administration submined its final 
proposal to the Faculty Association last 
·Thursday lea,ing everyone waiting for an 
answer. 
After receiving the administration's latest 
proposal, the faculry union's Departmental 
Reprcsentati\·e Council spent fo·e and one-
half hours Sunday re\ie\\ing it. And now, 
they're polling faculty members Moncl:iy and 
today and meeting to di!'Cuss the issues. 
\Ve're w:uting. 
While it's go';,<l to see the DRC cadully 
re,iewing the proposal, polling union mem-
bers is only stalling the effort to get this 
matter settled. Stop wasting time looking 
for support and see if you have support the 
democratic W.l\': with ;i ,•ote. 
We don't h;,.e a problem with infor-
mational meetings for membt:rs to discuss 
the issues. \,Ve do have a problem \\ith the 
method used for weighing ~upport. 
\Vhile we understand that there is a 
fine line between takjng time to make an 
informed decision and hurrying to close the 
door on this ugly mess, the uruon's method 
ofji:dging support does little for each. If the 
majority of the union members support a 
strike, they will vote this proposal down. 
But no matter how long you hide in the 
dressing room you're going to have to come 
out eventually. 
So if you got it, flaunt it. 
AL!'":ANDRO AYALA - DAILY ECYPTtAN 
Alumni focus of Black History Month 
The DAILY EGYPTIAN will feature prominent 
black alumni on each front page and black ath-
lete.5 on each back page during Black Hi~tory 
Month. Here•s what's on slate for this week: 
As we enter an·other year of celebrat- prai:tke of diversity is ongoing and will 011 the flag of the sports page, so even 
ing Black Hiotory Mon:h, the DAILY continue until we have eqt1;,•lity for all. sports fans won't be left out. 
EGYPI1A..'1 would like to add a local It's important for us to ask ourseh•es, SIUC is also sponsoring many 
. twist ~o the celebration by fearuring "where are we today?' and "where on-campus events celebrating Black 
§fitilj:f;1~illli1 
Monday: Serena Williams 
Tuesday: Tiger Woods 





SIUC alumni who have mde a differ- should we go from here?' in determin- History Month. You can find ~he week-
ence at this University and beyond the ing the path for our furure. These ly schedule of events every Monday in . 
classroom. · questions lay the foundation for social our newspaper. · 
Black History Month is more thar. change in the furure. In choosing SIUC alumni as this year's 
a celebration of the achievements of The DAJLY EGYPTIAN will fearure focus, we believe much can 1:-e learned and 
blacks - it also serves as a reminder to · stories about alumni and their cxpcri- gained from hearing their stories, for they 
our nation of out _rurbulent history and ences at SIUC and post-collegiate c:ireer. . walked on the same campus we walk on 
reminds us all of the dangers of rac- Their stories will be tales of IEII'AT~:JJi!s::i:0-.itr"tl. today:Their v:tlllllble mes-
ism and stereotyping. It is. a lesson that overcoming obstacles and . BL Ac K AL u MN I • sages and ad\ice \\ill serve as 
should be more far:reaching than the achieving success. TI1cir, . ~?<1els for all of us. . , 
28 days the month.is a!lotted.. messages will be inotivation f9r ali, iio , So don't be surprised when you open, 
Ournation h~s been thro~gh turbu- :··· mattertheskiri tone. · · .·. · · . ·· .. :,·-, up the pages :md read about an astro-
leni: times in the-past226'ye:irs sin:::e'its . . In additio11 fo'sroi:ics ab9ut distiri:::. ··. naut, a ccmediari and civil rights activ;.., · · ·· · 
~i~~ but h'.15. co~e.,a -~~~-g ~~).'.i~ 7. sno,r,t"". guishc;d_~ia~~~hi°~!n oi~ :i"ei~J?:ig~1~.".'. ist, prof1:5si~n:a!}thlet-:S 'and C;EOs: of .. 
time. In tho,:e 226 years the nan on has_;. ,,·, skettjles.of.t.J:u; aJ~l!l gn_ b; ~~!! •• ,. ,,,,r: ,. tp.e som; ,of tht.-)'."'?rld ~-lai~t corpora:-... 
seen blacks go from slavery to freedom on the flag of every i~sue. Sketches of . tions. Just rem-::mber, they came here 
to·the•fighffor 6vi1'righ'ti<.:nutthc· : ;/ ~-fam~us bjack:ithletes.will hlso:i'ppili"-· - • an'd"d:d if-so 2uiJ'OU."-~ ..•... " .... 
: 1 ...... , •• ,. ••• - •• - ~ •••• , ' • • - - --~~.~-'"'-.~-,-.. ' / ,,• ·: 
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COLUMNISTS 
Terror c!~sis in an imaginary world 
order: Cfa~lll: or. re§_ist~c~_: E~ ~mpiJ;e 
In l 98 Utopia; the sole rem:iining super-
• power hdd ' "gh abov th: world and the finning 
ashes of a , mbled In n Curtain; its triumphant 
, ideological ba •ncr. At i feet lay a reddish pen-
~ n:int mixed ,,i ·1 blood a ·dirt inscn"bcd with 
~ faded golden Ju nmcr :m ickle. The "Cold 
\. War" had finally rided.11 rood toward total 
'- empire appeared t en easi w:ilk for Utopia. 
A development ofi ronnati technology pro-
ceeded to enwrap the entire wo • into a "glob:il 
,illage" or from the pcrspecti-:e of Utopia; the· 
worldwide extensio,1 ofits sovereignty. 
Indeed, the mass;l-e influence of Utopia in 
the world today m-er all aspects oflife is com-
mon knowledge. The reorganization of the 
intcrmtion:il system which started at the end of 
the Second G~t War and propelled Utopia into 
the position of a hegcmon continued its quiet 
course toward absolute power, ho}\'C\-er using 
at its dispos:il an :irsen:il of means 3/ld regimes 
that generally remained multibteral and collec-
ti,·e in nature. Everything was for the best in 
the best of all possible worlds, until terror flew 
out of the morning sky ofUtopia,ille one day in 
September. • _ 
The magnitude of the terror attacks prompt-
cu the media ami intelligentsia to p=ide com-
mon nun \\ith reasons as to why it happened. 
i\bny answers were propo;c:J and they ranged 
from a perspt.-cti,·e that hastily buried the hurn:in 
s•ml into a gra\'c of C\ilness, the over- simplistic 
\1C\\point that jealousy O\'Cr Utopian \'alues pro-
,·okcd them tu the more ration:il stand leaning 
toward a reactionary ani:ude toward Utopian 
foreign policy :u,d ,-normc.us po,\-er. I tr.nd to 
a1,= ,\ith the latter, In this optic, internation.,I 
t,-rrorism in certain instances could be S.."Cll 35 
a IC!,,itimate political demand furthemj by ille-
gitimate means. This would entail the existence 
of an :lg!,'llC\'Cd group or state· and its oppres...n-e 
cc.unrerp.irt, in our case, certain groups nithin · · 
Middle-Earth against Utopia. Now, in order for 
Utopia to address this problem effecti-'Cly, one 
has to clearh• determine the character of the ter-
rorist rcspo~se. Is it just an expression of mere 
resistance to the p;,werful gioup or state, bent on 
the prescm1tion ofits way oflife or so,..:reignty 
(:ig_griC\-..-d gioup) denuded of any grand impe-
ri:il ambition? Or is ir a clear claim upon what 
is considered by the potenti:il empire as his, pre-
cisely an outward ~pansion of the SO\'Creignty 
and power of the :iggriC\·ed gioup er sutc? In 
hoth cases, from an absolute \1C\\point, this ilif-
frrcntiation in the appreciation of the terrorist 
response is i,scoherem with the interests of the 
empire. In the real world howe\'.;:r, the distinc-
City of· 
Ge,opolitics 
BY YED &"IIIKPO 
new_afriknn@excilc.com 
tion could be vit:il lx:causc of the character of the 
response that it should produce from the oppres-
sor state, namdy Utopia; especially in this nucle-
. ar age and the possibility of the proliferation of 
such weapons to the other side. In our situation, 
it is ob\ious that Middle-Earth's terror by the 
:iutarkic nature ofits fundamentalist ideology is 
not promoting some grand imperi:il scheme and 
hence is merely retalfating to presen-e its O\\'Jl · • 
way oflife or SO\-ereignt}\ 
In this light, since the terrorist attitude is not 
directly threatening the ,-cry prim:il c::<istencc 
of the oppressor-empire, Utopia's best response 
should be limited in relation to the a\'ailability 
of rnilit:uy po\\-er it could hamess for retaliation. 
Unfortunately Uiopia's goals to wage a total and 
unlimited war complerdy disregards the legiti-
macy of the political dem:ind of the agg:iC\-ed 
group and focuses primarily upon the illegitima-
cy and immorality of the response and means of 
the aggrieved group which by the ,'cry undemo-
cratic nature ofits domestic political en,iron-
ment, its oppressed condition and its illegitimate 
position in the world does n.Jt necessarily enjoy 
the \':lnet\· of available "chilized" :ilternati\-CS to 
engage i.; rocial, political or structural ch:inge 
"ithin the intemation:il system. I would even 
go furt.1-ier by sugges~ng as a maner of reflection 
·Ali Khan's ,iew that Intcrnation:il terrorism 
should ~ ~,·ed as~ function of"political 
disorder" that has a cause that engendered the 
terror response by the aggriC\·ed gioup and s~es 
that ca= as a "dispute" \\ithin "the meaning 
of Article 33 of the United Nations Charter, 
which mandates that the parties to any dispute 
shall, fim oi all, ;.-::k a solution by peaceful 
means including negotiation. Unless the parties 
to a dispute are \\illing to rcsoh-e the political 
disorder through a negotiated settlement, the 
problems of terrorism "ill remain: 
City if Geopolitics appears Tutulays. Yed is a smior 
in jditical srimtt. Hu vie= do not nrrmarily 
rrjl«t thast if the DAlLY Ecrnu.v. 
.~Val~ntine Eyes 
· As you all know Valentine's 
.. Day is.right around thecomq; . 
and as it s~ds right now, I am 
without a v:ilentine this year. I Piattology· 
ha\'c decided to remedy this prob-
lCJD by pie.king a valentine just for 
fun and sharing tr.is holiday \\1th 
ha: It ·would, of course, have to be 
someone single and C\'Cl1 though 
this is just for fun, it would have to . BY ]ACK PIATT 
be someone,-ery special. · • : piattolog}·@yahoo.com 
Normally this person could.be 
difficult to find on such a short notice, but not to fear 
I ruwe just the right person in mind. She is single (so 
this worit tick off her boymend) and she is a ,-cry spe-
cial mend of mine. She also doesn't li\'e around here so 
this column won't give away the swprisc. 
This semester I am enrolled in a poetry class at 
the most accessible building on campus •.• )-CS, you 
guessed it- Faner. One of our , :cent assignments in 
the class was :o write :i poem about something and 
try to desoibe it as \\'C sec it, in other words, shmv 
don't tell So I chose to write about my \'alentine's eyes 
before I ever thought up this idea. 
My class read the poem and wanted more infor-
mation about the girl and insisted I should gi~'C her 
the poem. I informed the class 1 had no intentions of 
gi\ing her the poem, I just thought of her C}-CS and 
st..rtedwriting. 
This is where you the reader come in to the picture. 
Now that I have this valentine idea cooking, m:;ybe ] 
should gh-e her the poem for Valentine's Day. Here 
itis: 
Those Eves 
E)-es, grayish-blue as if a confederate union of color 
combined on white. 
L:uger th:in most, deeper th:in just the sockets 
· - much deeper. 
A m-er of soft blue water speckled "ith smooth 
gray stones. 
On the outside, round and :ilr.-c, bouncing \\1th laugh-
!. tei; scarching"ith curiosity ••• rompletcly beautiful. Beyond just the color or the clear pool of water textured surface =-eak much more, hidden further 
,. behind a seemingly two-\s-ay mirror. 
· Ir~dc those C)"CS lie more th:in memories, stories 
and,ision. 
Love is longed for, tears are kept there, and dreams 
flash \\ildly on an endless size theater screen ,iewed 
only by the one behind those Cj-CS. 
. All I want is a ticket to the rnatin-:e.. 
If you :ue stil1 reading and you're bored and Juve 
some time to spare. send me an e-mail and let me 
know what you think. Roses are boring, this idea is if 
nothing else ••• original. 
And if you, too, are londy and need a valentine 
next week, I do accept chocolate. 
Piattalogy appears Tuesdays. ]ad: iI a smior in ad-olntis-
ing. His vie-.us do not ntlmari~• refltlt th= ef tht D.m.r 
EGl'PTL-fN. 
I am without a 
valentine this year. 
I have decided to 
remedy this problem 
by picking a · 
valentine just for fun. 
·. ~' 
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Huge budget boosts defense spending, tax cuts 
Ron Hutcheson 
Knight Ridder Newspapers 
WASHINGTON (KRT) 
- President Bush on Monday sent 
Congress a S2.23 trillion budget 
proposal for f=l 2004 that seeks 
big increases for national defense and 
homeland security while forecasting 
a record $307 billion deficit. 
Overall spending would increase 
by 4.2 percent for all programs other 
than those such as Social Security 
that get :iutomatic increases, but 
most of the money would pay for 
projects related to the war on ter-
rorism. The Defense Department 
would get more than half the S30 
billion in that proposed new spend-
ing. H.scal 2004 starts Oct. 1. 
The budget reflects Bush's ambi-
tious plans for :inother round of tax 
cuts, new tax breaks to encourage 
s:n·ings and sweeping changes to 
Medicare and .Medicaid. 
His plan would run up annual 
deficits totaling more than Sl 
trillion over the next five years, a 
stunning turnabout from the S127 
billion' surplus that he inherited 
when he took office. 
The president blamed the grow-
ing deficit on last year's economic 
recession and the war on terrorism, 
but White House budget officials 
acknowledged that tax cuts would 
account for about of a third of next 
year's projected shortfall 
Democrats excoriated Bush's 
budget. 
"Instead of offering the nation 
a plan for long-term economic 
prosperity, the Bush budget burdens 
us, and our childn:n, 'with trillions 
of dollars of new debt,~ said Sen. 
Kent Conrad of North Dakota, the 
top Democrat on the Senate Budget 
Committee. "His plan will push 
up interest · rates, retard economic 
growth and create massh·e problems 
for the soon-to-be retiring baby 
boom generation.~ 
The budget offers a clear 
statement of Bush'~ priorities, but 
for Congress it is only a starting 
point. Many of the president's ideas 
- such as drilling for oil in the 
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge 
- were declared dezd long before 
the 13-pound collection of docu-
ments landed on Capitol Hill. . 
Congress still hasn't passed 
Bush's budget for the current fiscal 
year, which began last October. 
Lawmaker.; have kept the gO\'CI'll-
ment operating with a series of 
stopgap funding bills while they try 
to resolve their differences. 
The new budget doesn't include 
any estimate of the additional bur-
den that would result from another 
battlefront in Iraq. The president's 
advisers say they will come up with · 
a separate spending plan for that if 
Bush orders an attack. 
"Some of the challenges we face 
will endure for many years and 
require great resources •.•• We will 
not always get to choose . which 
battles we fight; the president said 
in an introductory message. "It is, 
howe\·er, our duty to fight them." 
Spending for domestic anti-ter-
rorism efforts would increase by 
about 7.6 percent -.to S35 billion 
- with another $6.billion in anti-
terrorism money earmarked for 
the" Defense Department OvcralJ 
defense spending would increase by 
4.2 percent 
The 2004 budget is the first 
spending plan to include the new 
Department of Homeland Security, 
which pulled together nearly 180,000 
govcmmentworkcrr from 22 agencies 
and programs. Bush allocated S26.7 
billion for the new agency, bringing 
· its total budget to about $36 billion 
when added to ·money collected from 
fees and other funding sources: 
Domestic ·agencies with little 
direct invoh-cment in the anti-ter-
rorism effort don't fare nearly so 
well. The Environmental Protection 
Agency, the Labor Department 
and the Agriculture Department 
all would get increases of less than 
1 percent, not enough to keep up 
with inflation. The Department of 
Housing and Urban De"7lopment 
would get a 1.3 percent increase. 
Although the $307 billion pro-
jected deficit would be the largest 
e\'Cr in dollar terms .- surpassing 
the previous record of $292 billion 
in 1992 - it is smaller as a percent-
' ' Some of the challenges we 
face will endure for many years 
and require gre~t resources ••• 
We will not always choose which 
. battles _we fight.'' 
- President George w. Bush 
age of the overall national economy, 
which is now S105 trillion. 
Economists differ on the threat 
that federal budget d=ficits pose, 
but most experts agree that they 
arc acceptable in times of war and 
recession, as long as they don't grow 
larger over time like a snowball roll-
ing downhill. Th·e deficit for this year 
is expected to be about $304 billion. 
Democrats cited the growing 
deficit to attack Bush's tax cut plans. 
"It is wrong to send young 
Americans to war. and then stick 
them with the bill, too," said Rep. 
Charles Rangel, D-N.Y., who has 
introduced legislation to block the 
planned· phase-in of the president's 
2001 tax-cut package. 
More schools add 
t \..,. 
training for jobs. in 
homeland security 
Chris Walsh •Information flow between 
· The Gazette police and firefighters and' other 
· first-responders is a critical element 
1.800.423.5560 
firstcellular.com 
you deserve better 
you deserve to 
stop worrying 
you desen•e to start 
talking and listening 
you deserve 
a better pre-paid 
wireless plan: 
UNLIMITED ANYTIME 
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COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo. , in homeland security," sai~ · Eric 
(KRT) - Three years ago, :irca Goodman, dean of management at 
colleges and universities hustled to Coforado Tech. 
create'. courses·.thar-_wou!d· P.rcparc ·-- .. The unh,ersity also· fo1c)nd a 
students for jobs in the booming need for computer security ,-:orkers 
high-tteh industry. because companies, the military and 
Now, with the tech economy local agencies fear cyber-attacks 
in shambles, higher education has and other computer break-ins. 
shifted its focus to one of today's The federal government has 
hottest sectors: homeland security. made it clear homeland security 
Trade schools, colleges and is a top priority, earmarking S38 
universities are offering new billion this year to prepare for and 
programs in everything from com- protect the nation from terrorism. 
puter security- key for preventing That's nearly double the homeland 
cyber-attacks - to crime scene security budget in 2002. 
investigation - valuable for track- Roughly S3.S billion will go to 
i.1g dm,:n terrorists. The classes state and loc.11 police, firefighters 
will target those in security-type and emergency medical groups. 
jobs, as well as those interested in The rest will be spent on securing 
learning the skills. the nation's borders and sharing 
Some colleges are incorporating intelligcn~ ,a~ong local, state and 
terrorism study into regular course- federal government agencies. 
work; others hav: created programs Here's a sampling of other offer-
specifically f(!r military officers. mgs: 
Take Colorado Technical Blair . College of Colorado 
University, which recently unveiled Springs began offering :1 "homeland 
certification programs; degrees and security specialist" certification 
courses in fields such as computer earlier this month. 
secur:ty :i:;d criminal justice. · The program includes training 
The university, which has 1,800 in emergency preparedness, legal 
students enrolled at its Colorado issues, communications and medi-
Springs campus, tailored the new cal aid . .-
programs around the needs of law The goal is · to help students 
enforcement, the military, . local land jobs in corporate or govern-
governments and the privatl! sec- mcnt security :ind provide law 
tor. ·· · · ' enforcement officials, firefighters 
•Af~er 9-ll, v,;e reinvestigated and others with a broader safety 
what we needed to do to m:et the . background, 
demands·ofcmployers," said David The University of Colorado at 
Leasure, ~i.~e president of academic C?!orado Spri!1gs staned ~ program 
affairs at Colorado.Tech; •We asked in-March to· train military officers 
~mp_loyers what kind of people will fro'm local bases ·on computer net-
they be looking for, what ski!! sets work security, said Tom Hutton; a 
are. they going. to need, whe~c will spokesman for the university. 
the jobs be." '. ·, '.. · •There's the potential·. that 
' Thc"schoo!'fourid:law enforce- the· nation could be vulnerable to· 
mc:nt . agencies, .. firefighters · and · cyber-.attac.k, so _we feel this type of 
medical te_ams -: ca.ll~d the •.first- · program is important," he said. 
responders" te> terrorism attacks At Pikes Peak Community 
PEH UN • R1lall l.oc2Uam, • : AI.Qaizsdfntceli'f/~ - need their workers ro·. have College, homeland •ccurity has· 
O • S DAY Benton•Ca!bnla!e•~ /.a:JnPavm•Claarw.!YeC0.'1'~ •: ad\·:mced technical skil_l.s to handle · wo.-ked itswayintocriminal;'ustice 
at Wal-Mart M211cn•Mltarrnfil•MLVerrm ~~-•MoWella<fioSpedallsts . 
· and_, ·:.-. ,oiney•Westfranldoct . RmC!assTra'llli.•GU'sSales•l<osdHantwn •·· .new demands. . . . dasses,saidJefTEngel,chairmanof, 
Mall ~o~~tl~n• . Wa-Mirtl.oca!lcns: .. · . Ha.nttonCCIJn!yCoo\lll'~ • ITA • 03veHeleplme .. ' , In the event of a terrorist att:ick,'. the Criminal Justice Deparfme_nt .. , 
II.B!l l.ocaijons: . . Ami. cationda!e. carmi. BM!::n'. _. ~Inc.. ~Tetei:t,o/ie. SIDt!ar DrugSJore for example, local agencies need to ·We have an introductoryioursc 
~ra:Man. ==:~,•lb.1a1•;.'~;ele;hrle~~?:'rf~~:.~, , .. ~'\ . . , :. ;_; .. , •. !;h:~1:n~p:1:i;t;~:~~o:i:!\c:i;e~ :'. :~:~rf~,d::~~:e:~;m~:/~:f~:?i; -.---..it1o~--.,--...,1tse>bni•-au1J""" .. _.,;R11c,u;.,~.,.;,. .. ·--.,-,;,,.,......,...;._ · federal and siate'.law. enforcement gives some oversight into wh:i: tcr-
,..~ .......... ~"""!'~.:.~im,o, s.,,,,111¢!,<Sbln:l11>1-npio11_.,_ t:n1n.-"4'113)_11o_!;oo...,.,__ ,· .. ageJ!cics. rorism is and how _ir.:,ffects us: . 
............. :.\•; ... 
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; ,Blair makes his ¢fu.e,fot; lraaj:war, ·i :<·¥anY: emi,loye:t's ·: bJginning ., 
By Fawn Vrazo 
Knight Ridder Newspapers 
. shown a majority opposed to a war against 
Iraq unless the U.N. is behind it. -. .:" 
In Britain; public unease over a possible 
LONDON (KRT)-A resolute Prime wangainst Iraq has caused·Blair's popular-
Minister Tony Blair made - the case for ily to plummet. • . 
war against Iraq before' a dubious British· r. •Anew poll released during the weekend 
Puliamcnt l\londay, saying the world is by, the: respected MORI Social · Research 
entering the "final pha\c· ·of a 12-ycar , Institute: showed the prime .minister, with .. 
attempt to disarm Iraqi leader Saddam , only a 33 percent approv:il rating, in contrast 
Hussein. to Prcsidcn~ Ilu.sh's most recent 62 percent 
Bl:i.ir, President Bush's.staunchest ally. •approvalratmg. ,,, . . ., - · 
in the effort to eliminate Iraq's weapons A majority of Britons - 58 percent -
of mass destruction, told Parliament he · - said they. were dissatisfied with Blair's .. 
favors a second United Nations resolution pcrforr.iancc, and even more ~ - 64 pcr-
cndorsin military action against Hussein, ccnt-..aid foreign affairs were the most 
but only i the vote is a way of "resolving" important issue facing Britain. 
the issue :m ot debying it. It was Blair's lowest rating since a fuel 
On Tuesday, Blair travels to France, crisis gripped the country in 2000. 
where he will seek President Jacques Chirac's On the other hand, an anti-wu stance 
backing for a second resolution against Iraq. docs not necessarily guarantf ·: popula.-ity 
Chirac, whose country is a veto-holding for a national leader. 
member of the U.N. Security Council, and Despite siding with his own public in 
, Chancellor Gerhard Schroeder of Germany, opposing an Iraq war, Schroeder saw his . 
a non•\'Cto·holding member, have allied to coalition government suffer devastating , 
oppose a war against Iraq. setbacks this weekend· in_ local qerman 
The European leaders - and the world elections. 
- will be watching closely on \Vcdncsday Blair had been hcc~cd recently in 
as U.S. Secretary of State Colin L. Powell Parliament by members of his own Labor 
appears before the Security Council to Party for what is seen as his determination 
disclose what could be damning evidence to -march in lockstep with Bush toward 
that Hussein is concealing weapons of mass war. 
destruction from U.N. inspectors. On Monday,,rcactions in the House 
New evidence, or lack of it, could be a of Commons toward his new statements 
deciding factor in whether France, China about 'Iraq were· more subdued. -Bu_t the 
and Russia-three of the Security Council's prime minister was pressed to justify war by 
. permanent members along with the United members of opposition parties. 
• States and Britain - give the go - ahead Liberal ' Democrat leader Charles 
for a war against Iraq or press for more time Kennedy wondered whether Blair apprcci-
forinspcctions. atcd "the sense that a lot of people have ... 
President Bush has said repeatedly that that we seem to be hastening into war ahead 
the United States, Britain and other willing of events .... The government have still to 
nations will take up arms against a non- make a credible case." 
compliant Hussein without U.N. backing. Blair responded: "\Ve have gone through 
But U.N. endorsement co11ld case wide- 12 years of this process, 12 years in which 
spread public opposition to war, Polls in the we have tried to get to disarm .... That is 
United States, Britain and elsewhere have hardly hastening into war." 
t~:~ tes~ hajr for drug. content . ' 
· . U.S. Department of Transportation. . By Rkhard Comish 
. Daily Illini (U. Illinois) The department's guidelines . on drug 
testing a urine sample have been the same 
.· .. CHAMPAIGN, Ill., (U-WIRE) · sincethccarlyl990s,Lundsaid. 
. ,"""'." Drinking gallons of liquid might no' "The standards arc• well-defined," he 
longer help some job seekers wary of drug said. 
tests - hair can now be tested just as easily Lund said the nation's economic rcccs-
as urine. sion pushes employers to accurately test 
Many companies arc requiring a lock of their applicants. ~ 
hair rather than a urine' sample in .testing "This slow econ y is driving this test 
illicit drug use of potential employees. Hair more than anything !{e." Lund said. 
testing is more accurate and can test beyond Carle Foundation ,Hospital, 602 \V. 
the few days detected by urine testing. University Ave., Urba.'la, tests prospective 
They arc doing this because hair samples employees with a urine sample, said hospital 
can test further back and there is not much spokeswoman Gretchen Robbins. Carle and 
chance for a covcrup. similar medical facilities arc at higher risk 
"There's no question that drug testing of employing drug users because of readily 
has had an amazing change (on busi• · available drugs in the workplace. 
ncsscs)," said Dr. 1im Lund of the Carle To combat the improved testing methods 
Clinic Association in Danville, Ill. of employers, Internet vendors offer sham-
The clinic performs much of the drug poo, urine additi.-cs and "detox drinksw to 
testing for large companies, often chains, rid traces of drugs in a user's system. 
in Champaign County. Lund said the clinic The percent success rate of such products 
only tests urine samples and not hair for is over 90 percent, said Audrey Anderson, 
drugs. . office manager of ClearTcst, a company that 
Lund acu as the medical review officer, sells products designed to cleanse the user of 
reviewing "questionable samples." Lund said alleged drug use. 
he looks for characteristics worthy of suspi- Anderson said she believes drug testing 
cion, such as an imbalanced acid-base ratio. is unfair to employees. 
Urine samples arc testable from several days "Hair testing is inaccurate," Anderson 
to a month after they are taken, but traces of said. "Drug.testing can take away jobs, life, 
drugs can remain in a user's hair for possibly children and freedom." 
several years, Lund said. . . Although most companies test for drug 
Hair testing is at least twice the cost of use, they don't test for alcoholism or LSD 
urine testing at about- S40 for each tested use, she said. 
hair sample. "A drug test doesn't test for impairment," 
Lund said the federal government hasn't Anderson said. 
officially approved testing hair because of About 8,000 companies use a form of 
the question of invasion of privacy, since drug testing in hiring applicants, according 
hair testing .can be detected for a longer to the Substance Abuse and Mental Health 
time. And unlike urine testing, hair testing . Services, an agency of the U.S. Departm_cnt 
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Alabama engineers discuss Columbia acci~~_11t 
Tiffany Summ'erville 
The Crimson White (U. Alabama) 
conducts =-era! manem-crs to slow 
the shuttle from its orbital speed 
of 17,500 mph, Jackson said. The 
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. (U• shuttle had slo\\-cd to 12,500 mph 
WIRE)- A Unh-crsity of Alabama when it disintegrated at an ::ltitude 
aerospace engineering professor of about 207,000 feet. 
beliC\-cs th: disintegration of the "They had undergone at least a 
space shuttle Columbia on Saturday couple of those manem-crs to reduce 
morning likely resulted from a struc- the speed," Jackson said. 
tural problem. NASA lost contact with the crew 
Columbia broke aput m-cr Texas, around 8 a.m. CST as it was flying 
killing all SC\'Cn astronauts on board O\'Cr Texas. Mission Control had 
during its re-entry after a 16-day already lost temperature measure-
mission and marking NASA's first mcnts from SC\'Cral sensors located 
(Jsualties since the space shuttle on the shuttle's left side. An amateur 
Challenger exploded shortly after video shows the shuttle breaking into 
liftoffin 1986. fragments in the air. Debris has been 
"This looks like it just disinte- found in Tc.us and Louisiana. 
grated due to a structural failure," NASA officials arc still collecting 
said John Jackson, professor of debris and compiling data to try to 
aerospJce engineering and mechan- . determine the cause of the accident. 
ics and director of the aerospace and Jackson said one theory on the 
dcti:nse dhision of t_he engineering CJUse of the accident is that some-
research laboratory. thing may hav,. malfunctioned with 
Jackson said the flight was the thermal t,,o on the exterior of 
proceeding normally, and the c:-cw t.he shuttle that conduct heat aw:iy 
.::onducted some of the normal re- from the craft. 
entry procedures before the shuttle "It's a \'Cry great danger, because 
began to disintegrate. if more than one [thermal tile] comes 
"The flight was perfectly normal," off at specific places at specific times, 
he said. "It w:is c.~actly on the flight you ha\·e temperatures of 3,000 
path it was supposed to be on: degrees," Jackson said. 
During re-entry, the crew . If the tiles fail to dissipate the 
heat, the 3,000-dcgree heat would 'with 1975 technology. : · . 
n:ach··1he metallic parts of the c :: Zeiler _also said -he· docs not 
shuttle. · beliC\'C · the _ shuttl::'s age affected 
"If.some of them in the wrong Saturday's accident. '' 
places'came off, then: is nothing that . . "Those \'Chides . get· inspected 
cm be"done," Jackson said. · so intensely after e'o'C!J fl_iglit. Tut 
Jackson said the creation of the. doesn't seem likely to me thatthe age 
thermal tiles made the space shuttle had anything to do with it; he said. 
program possible, because they · · The Columbia incident is the 
enabled the shuttle to withstand first time ~n NASA history that a 
the intense heat that it experiences catastrophic accident has occurred 
during re-entry and allm,-cd for the during n:·entry. 
creation of a reusable space craft. , · "It is the only time \\'C have lost 
Thomas Zeiler, assistant prof es· anybody in the United States' [space] 
sor of aerospace engineering · and program on the way back from orbit," 
mechanics, said then: arc no definite Jackson said. 
answers at this early stage in the · Jackson said the public sometimes 
investigation into the Columbia fails to realize the dangers associated 
disaster. · with re-entry. 
"It is really too early to say [what •People focus on the launch, 
caused the accident]. This is not an because it's so spcct:icular with the 
immediate thing, not C\-c:n immcdi· smoke and the fire and all the noise," 
ate enough to get all the ans\\'Crs,• he said. "\ Vith re-entry, people tend 
he said. to o\-crlook that, because it's out of 
Columbia, constructed .in the sight. It's a \'Cl)' dangerous process, 
mid-1970s and launched in 1981, and e<.-crphing has to go right. The 
was the oldest of NASA's space structure has got to perform like it's 
shuttles. Jackson said he docs not supposed to: · 
beliC\-c the age of the craft was Jackson said he feels NASA must 
directly connected to th,: accident. respond quickly to determine what 
He said the shuttle was properly caused the incident, the first disaster 
maintained and had =ch-.:d many since the spJce shuttle Challenger 
upgrades, but it w:is initially designed exploded. 
T •-10Xl0S. 
Brought to you by 
\':<-.. ~·\ 
Ammonia (used in tqil~t}:,!eaner) your 
Hydrogen Cyanide (ga?;~b~rnber poison) favorite 
Carbon Monoxide (caf ~xh~ll~t) cigarette 
Formaldehyde (preserves dead-tissue) 
Acetone (nail polish remo_ver) 
Arsenic (poison) 
Methane (intestinal disch~rge) · 








' .. ~ ·:, '-· i 
Urethane (causes cancer); , J\\ 
DDT /Dieldrin (i nsecticidt)X '>•f] 
Get a whiff of this... _¼_:.>r:'.?:;:J."/{:/j. 
These are just ten of the 4000 toxic chemicals_you_)ji-~~f!l~.> j 
in every time you a;-e around tobacco smoke'. ~are~ha~st,jt :j 
insecticides, and toilet cleaner aren't things yo·u kn_o~vingly>: ;} 
put in your body. i:i,ere's more to cigarettes than just,the ..._., •:·:/; 
bad smell. ··, · -'·- · · ·'.I 
~' 
So the next time someone lights ~p, and yo·~-tlliJk·i~n~t · / 
hurting you-don't hold your brea~! l::~Iii\y,f {f Want More lnfol -.www.t~_l_iv_e f~e~.~Qm 







The Daily Vidette (Illinois State U.) 
NORMAL, Ill. (U-WIRE) 
-Since 1963, most Americans 
have been banned from traveling 
to Cuba. But due to a special 
educational waiver, 31 Illinois State 
University students and faculty 
will be allowed to visit the United 
· States' isolated, socialist neighbor 
. during spring break this year. 
The department of politics and 
·government and the history depart· 
ment ha\'e organized the 10-day 
trip to go along with a semester 
· dedic:1tcd to Cuban studies . 
The contrm-crsv and the travel 
ban liUrrounding Cuba allows stu-
dents to study and consider certain 
types of questions, said Carlos 
Parodi, a trip co•organizer and 
politics and government professor. 
"Students will be able to 
question who determines what is 
forbidden and what is not," Parodi 
said. "The situation in Cuba allo\vs 
students to ask these questions." 
Cuba's incredible educational 
value ·and the travel restriction only 
serves to increase interest in . the 
count')·, Parodi added. 
He said · the department of 
politics and government hopes 
to get ttudents involved by offer-
ing a hands-on approach to the 
discipline. 
The department is working hard 
despite a tight budget, he said, to 
provide partial funding for political 
science majors taking parr in the 
trip. 
Patrice Clien, co-organizer of 
the event and a professor of history, 
expn:ssed similar sen:iments. 
"One oft he biggest obstacles has 
be-en funding; she sairl. 
She added in the future they 
hope to make the trip av:ii!ible to 
all ISU students interested. 
O1,cn said she is teaching a 
course on the history of Cuba this 
semester and has traveled to the 
. country five times already. 
She said the trip would be 
educational. for native Cubans, as 
well as for the American students. 
The goal will br. cross-cultural 
communication, "an. exposure to 
real America ... not the America of 
Hollywood," Olsen said. 
"The Cuban people have a curi-
osity and a real desire to understand 
us," she added. 
According to Eduardo Garza, 
a participating junior political sci• 
ence major, students· invol\·ed arc 
po;sed to gain understanding, as 
-well as physically experiencing the 
reality of an off-limits; communist 
country. · · . 
He said he was curious to sec 
what it actually looks like. . . .' 
',.•Just to get a fe:lingofwhai[the 
Cubin) n:~lity l~ like and_ experi• 
ence; for mysc:lf what they face," 
Garza said, wil! be the highlight 
of his trip. · · . :, 
. · Parodi said thr, group plans to 
.. spend · l\l:irch 8 until _Miirch :.16 
_exploring Cuba and participating 
in educational, as wc!l as entertain~ 
ing, events. 
. Being inside the country wilf 
allow those involved to sec: a· side 
of Cuba beyond the mainstream · 
media images often seen in the 
United States, he i.dded. 
, Olsen also said she sees a inain 
. go1I: "Students can experience the 
Cuban system without the bias of 
. U.S. press to·makc.up their own 
minds about Cuha." · · 
NEWS 
NASA:FoaJn 






- Martin Merzer, Phil Long 
& Sumana Chatterjee 
Knight Ridder Newspapers 
CAPE CANAVERAL; Fla. (KR11 
- A nearly 2-foot-long chunk of debris tlut 
peeled off space shuttle Columbia's external fuel 
t.ink and strock 1he left wing during bb.stoff 
Jan. 16 is 1he most likely c:iusc of the c:ilamity 
that destroyed the shunlc and killed all se\'cn 
as1ronauts, NASA officials said Monday. · 
· "We're making the assumption that· the 
cx1ern;1.l tank was the anot c:iusc ->f the accidentt 
' .. ~ 
.·.,. 
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s.-iid Ron Dittemo,"te, the shuttle's prognm man- -- i;."" 
:iger. "l1 is a drastic .mump1iori and it's sobering; ~ ; 
but I tliink tlut's what WC nccd to do.~ ,. · f"\>;1,:r·: 
In :m cxtraonJinmly frank _ statement, he 1, · ,:!;.!I" 
CISt -doubt on post-launch studies by NASA 
engineers who concluded that the shuttle was 
no1 in gr:m: peril. 
"\ Vhen we wrote lhe report," Oi11cmorc s:iid, 
"I'm nol sure we knew wlut we ·were t.!king 
abou1." 
In effect, he was suggesting that Columbia 
was doomed al bunch and its crew tlew for 16 
days with no one in space or on E:trth recogniz-
ing the dani,,er. 
He said the slab of insulating foam tlut 
strock the left wing was 20 inches long, 16 
inches wide and 6 inches thick, considerably 
larger than previously suggested. It weighed 2.67 
pound.<, he said. , ,. . _ : ,,. . .. . . 
Dittemore said engineers still didn't know 
prcciscly how much damage was inflicted on 
the crocial underside oftl-.c wing, but the impact 
could have "scooped out" an area as large as 32 
inches long, 7 inches wide and 2 inches thick. 
More than 20,000 tiles blanket the shuttle 
to protect it from tempcratun-s that an reach 
3,00() deg= as it scorches through the air on 
its return to Earth. Engineers and astronauts 
have w:1mcd repeatedly aver the )'Cars about the 
dangers of e\'en :1 slight breach in that protective 
shield. 
BRAD LoPICR - DALLAS MOANING NEWS CK.RT) 
. A National Guard soldier stands over debris believed to be from the space shuttle Columbia Sunday in Nacogdoches, Texas. 
Columbia broke apart as it returned to Earth Saturday.. · 
Thcorctic:ally, if the danger had been· quicldyandtoprcviouslyunsccnlc\-els,cnginccn 
recognized during the initial minutes of flight, said. 
Columbia could ha,,: attempted a risky ~borted Though initial signs of trouble Y.m reported 
bunch and emergency landing at the Kennedy by sensors in· the left wheel well, Dittemore 
Space Center or an overseas site. said those modestly elevated readings probably 
Such a bnding would ha,,: avoided the issue reflected more serious trouble clscwhen: - the · 
of re-enuy through the atmosphere bcausc it still unknown precise site of the breach. 
would h.ve been attempted before Columbia . "1bcrc's some other C\'Clll, some other miss-
reached space. But no _ one realized . that the . ing link that is contributing to this event,• he 
insulation lud struck the wing until bunch film ,~ said. "It's a mystay to us and y,,: seem to luve 
w:n an:i1yzed a day :tftcr blastoff, and cngini:cn some conflicring information.• , 
require many hours or days to :inalyu such an A key to unlocking that m;~tciy could lie 
C\'Cllt. . , · in a few pico:s of tile that may ha,,: landed in 
Dittemore and other NASA officials said that California or Nevada, or were ground to powder 
- if their current lhcories were correct - they in the atmosphere. If they still exist, they may 
couldn't conccn,: of a way that the astronauts be the first pieces to f:all off Columbia, and key 
rould ha,,: been saved once they reached space. p;co:s of cvidcnc.:. , _ 
Spm: agency officials think the rapidly cas- "Where arc ~ey?• Dincmore asked. "Tiut's 
c:ading series of events that destroyed Columbia a difficult problem, but y,,: ha,.,: people trying tu 
began :tlong its left side. ,During the- mission's _ soh,: that problem. It's like looking for a nccdle 
final eight minutes, scnsor:s showed _tlut tern- in a ha)-stack." 
pcratures on and near Columbia's !cit wing rose Throughout the d.ty, Di~re and other _ 
NASA officials wrestled with questions about 
the agency's assessment of the risk posed by the 
damage to the wing's insulating tile. 
They acknowledged :hat several C\-:iluations 
of the situation - conducted during the mission 
- concluded that the shuttle and its crew were 
not endangered. 
"The cvalu;i.tion was the possibility of 
localized dar:ugc, but no bum-through and 
· no safel)~of-flight issuet said Bil!· Readdy, a 
NASA :as..'>ciate :tdministr:ator. 
Mike Kostelnik, a deputy ~tc adminis-
trator, said the possible effects were imi:stigatcd 
by "the best and brightest" at NASA. He said 
he, Readdy and other top agency officials saw 
the engineering reports and agreed with the 
conclusions tlut a safe uncling had not been 
compromised. 
On Monday, second thoughts clearly were 
evident. · 
"We will go back and review those data," 
Rc:addy said. 
Haw About A Jab That Makes A Differon;;;l 
In People's Lives? 
~ 
I 
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BUILDING. 
L'ONTINUEJ, mm, !'ACE I 
bec:msc it teaches you skills that you 
can use, and.:it the same time you're 
impacting someone's life," said Joel 
Sambursl.,.·y, an SIU football player. 
Sam ursl.,.·y, a sophomore in 
finance,· ~long with three other 
football ·ers, showed up we.iring 




and I h:. s, 
my first time partici-
itat, but my friends 
• a good time that 
ntinue attending 
rsky s,id. 
o teers were glad 
to see that fo ootball players 
decided to ta!{ ;im ut to help do 
something positive t r the com-
munity; 
"The football players helped 
out a Iott Dona,':ln said. "Thev 
were able to lift a lot of the heavi.;'r 
objects. \Ve definitely appreciated 
their assistance.· 
Habitat for Humanity is an 
international non-profit housing 
ministl)'• Its goal is to elimi.1ate 
poverty and homelessness around 
the world by providing people in 
need with safe, decent :ind afford-
able shelter. 
DAILY EaYPTIAN NEWS 
The program holds the mortgage 
on the homes built and new Habitat 
homeowners· pay their no-interest 
loans back for the construction of 
future homes. 
Also, the home-buvers are 
required to work with. Habitat 
volunteers for hundreds of hours on 
the construction of their new homes 
and other Habitat homes. 
DEREK ANDERSON - DA1·Lv EGYPTIAN 
Habitat for Humanity volunteer Jacqueline Donavan trims excess drywall from,a doorframe Saturday morning at a nearly complete 
Carbondale home. Donavan, a Habitat for Humanity veteran, has found personal fulfillment by participating in the non-profit interna-
tional housing program designed to provide a home to th_ose in need. 
According to Tubosun ~Besides, how often do you get to 
say'hcy, I built a house'." 
The organization \\':lS founded 
in 19i6 by Mr. a·nd Mrs. Millard 
Fuller, who believed that the world 
\\':lS in the midst of a worldwide 
The Habitat program has· cre-
ated nearly 60,000 houses world-. 
wide in the United States, Latin 
America, Europe, Africa, Asia and 
more. The program has provided 
300,000 people in more than 2,000 
communities with shelter. 
Chinwok1vu, a senior. in pre-
medicine and USG representative, 
hands-on volunteering is always 
best .. 
"You get to see where your 
efforts are goingt said Chinwok\vu. 
Even though Donavan helped 
build her own house when she \\':ls 
young, the Habitat for Humanity 
veteran said every time she builds a 
house it feels like the first time, .. 
"To sec somebody so happy from' 
something that I help· do; that's 
what drives me," Don~van said. 
Reporter Ange/Johnson 
ran he rearhd at 
ajohnson@dailyegyptian.coin housing crisis. ' 
$500 POLICE IMPOUNDS! 
Carn & trocks from S5001 For tis!ings 
can 1-800-319-3323 ext 4642. 
1989 PONTIAC 6000, runs good, 
$350, can 867-3195 after 5:30pm. 
1994, NISSAN SENTRA, excellent, 
coooruon. power, auise, cassette, 5 
spd, 83.000rni. $4500,.549-0974. -
STEVE THE CAR DOCTOR Mobile 
Mechanic, he makes house cans, 
457-7984 or mobije 525-8393. • 
Homes 
MAKANDA-NEW LISTING, 375 
Gypsy Tree Ln. 5 bdrm, 4 fuU & 3 
haH baths, 7500 sq ft, indoor pool, 
sauna, 2 fireplaces, finished base-
ment. new 900 sq ltdeck, 5 acres, 
$394.900, call 457-13344 for a show· 
ing. 
Mobile Homes 
Pets & SupRlies 
HORSE BOARDED NEW, e!aD, 
tum-out, outdoor arena. round pen, 
feed lwice, taek room, S7Slmo, no 
COntrad or min days, 985-3116. 
Miscellaneo·us 
SEASONED AREWOOD, HARD 
and son wood, S50 per load, can 
549-7743. 
3 BDRM; !OO!<JNG for fou~h room-· 
. mare, rr.a1e·rion-smoker, S21:.1mo, 
w/d; can Michae~ Jimmy, or David at 
618-549-3509. 
ASAP SUBLEASOR NEEDEO Feb· 
May 03, 1 bdrm ap~ close to cam-
pus, S375,1mo, 351-8614. 
ASAP, 2 BDRM, CLOSE to campus, 
llrd,Jd/ll,s, water & trash ind, 
S475,1mo, can 529=. 
~partments 
1 & 2 B!lRM, CIA, nice & quiet area, 
avail now, no dogs, 549-0081. 
1 BDRM APT, ne,r, Cedar Creek nf, 
hUge rooms, w/d, c/a, S460lmo, pri-
vate ~aoo can 52.!l-0744. 
1 BDRM APT, very nice, .S300, quiet 
area, water & trash ·incl, 529-2970, 
529-3899 or 534-9363. · · 
TRAILER, S MIN to SIU, 2 bdrm, 1.5 
'95MITSUBISHIGALANT,4dr,new balh, ale. stove, frig, w/d hook~"', ~iS.\:¼,KJilii&J 
tires, S2aoo. main: regularly, s29- remodeled 2001. lg shed. nice ic». ~tun'~ilil;.u.r;:ma 
RESPONSIBLESIJBLEASOR/5 
NEEDED mid-May lhrough mid•Aug, 
3 bdrm, 2 bath, garage, new d/w, 
w/d hook-up. spa::ious ldtellen, very 
clean & updated; S600/mo +11bl; 408 
W. Chestnut, 303-1003. · 2 BDRM. QUIET neighborhooo, I\:! 
pels, avail Feb 1, S49Slmo. call 529• 
7093. canstay/go,S4200obo,529-5906. - --·-------- S-H-AR-_E_3_8D_RM_ho_use..;...w_/ 1-~-d-.. -
1 2187 . - . 
'!T7 OOOGE NEON B7xxx mi, 4 dr, 
new tires, $3000, main! regularly, 
534-3370. 
Al1TOBESTBUY. NET". not only . 
means getting Ille bes1 deal but also 
buying w/conf Jdence, 684-8881. 
BUY,SELL,ANDlRADE,AAAAu· 
to Sales, 605 N llf1110is Ave, 457. 
7631. 
CHRYSLER CONCORD LX. 1997. 
very low mL beautiful spruce green, 
ext warranty Incl, exc cond. like new, 
must see to appreciate, $10,500 
080, 618-942.£301. 
Pt. YMOVTH NEON, 1995, S speed, . 
green, new tires, good concf<tion, 
$1950, 618-529-3144. 
Furniture 
G&S NEW & USED furniture, low 
prices, good selection, 509 S. lninois 
Ave, 529-7273. 
SPIDER WEBS DAUGHTER, buy & 
sell fumlture. & CO»ectibles, Old Rt 
51 south of Carbondale, 549-1782. 
WOODEN & RATTAN rockeJS, exer-
cise bike, swivcnv stand, come 
see 867 •2252 
. Appliances 
USED APPLIANCES, ALL fully • 
guar, Mid America Sennce 210 W 
W~lowS!C-dale, IL529-1411. . 
Rooms :, · =~11!~".°~snt ~:.~~~:~~-
PARK PLACE EAST residence hall. James. C'Dale. $4851,oo, $300 deposit. 457'5631• 
lnlematinnal grad studen~ clean & .STUDIO APT. HEAT, waler & trash .. ATTENTION FRESHMEN, YOU can 
quie1,aDublincl S210&up · 11549 lncl,$315/mo,closetocampus,1' INeOffcampusnextyear.comesee 
2831. · ' 'ca · • 
1 
_6_1s--'-'Zl7_-3438 _ bef_ore_ep_m._.,.____ · f~ :,~~~~?"Studios, 1 
ROOM. yoga house, vege1arian SUBLEASER NEEDED FOR spring 5AILR0W; CtfAN. . '. 6dim. tu9, 
kitchen. near ~us. S1851 mo+ 2003, 1 bdrm apt, rum, dose to· rpe1. ale, $225 + util, no pe1s · 
L1il, 457-6024 or 549-0087. campus. S365/mo, cal 351·7593 or -3581. . -
SAi.UK! HALL; CLEAN rooms, util emaDjesslcavf@holmail.mn •. 
incl, S200/mo, across from SIU, sem 
lease, caD529•3815 or 529-3833. 
Roommates 
ASAP, TO SHARE 2 bdrm house, 
close to ~s. water and trash 
incl. S230/mo, can 529-.5255. . ••. 
.. 1s ·sso~oo 0FF1 
1(m,:bc more) for Fall 2003 
. Come Sec ForYgqpsJC-
r~~ 
Musical, ·EXTRANICE.2bdrrnlrailer,fum, I~ ; R~nt· Today forFaU2003 
WANTTO POSSIBLYMAKES200 .. ~5;':n~-~~-spaclous, 
~i:~~~i~ ~rs.!fs · ROOMMATE TO SHARE 2200 sq ft 
PLAYER AND DRUMMER, CAU. ~use on 1 atJe, c/a, d/w, w/d, pa, 
618-201·2671. · · •.• oo,S275+1/4elec.35M94?. · 
I 
600 West Mill SL 
. pH, 549-1332 
, www.stevensonarms.com 
l'bonc:529-2241 Pn: JSl-5782 
. 40SE.Collq:e 
: ..... .am::n1o1Jqsnpc:<-
.-; .. ,··... . ',,',·,·- ., : 
··-· 
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• CHEQ<OVT ALAIASFUCES, 
w/d, d/w, ~ bbl, master . 
CRUISE UNE ENTRY 1eY111 en- yi,i;»ci; K-8 GIRI.SIBOYS lradt · 
board p0litlorw aval, grn1 benelils, coacn, aendappllcallcrl lellat, ra-
•~-n>und. 941-329-6434 IUfflltandrefet9nceslo:Robert 
I WWW.auilec:ate«a.00111 Koem, Supt. OeSalo Glade Schoel, 
311 Hurst Rd, DeSoto, IL 621124, 
Deacllne: Feb 3, 2003. 
aulles. ganige1, ao-'.-..>u1 '1N!l'8, C'OALE. S23WO, EXC NEWt. Y 
pfvata lencltd r..dlo, cala 00fllld, REMOOa.EO, VERY a.EAN 1 TURHYOUSPAREUnwlnto$$$,. 
rnall-onSedE-commen:e, PT/FT, he 
lnlo,lultralnlng,www.srnlleonfrM. 
dom.can, (800)372·2853. 
ered, 1-4 b<!:!!I aval, __,_ And bdnn clJl)lltX. be'- Logan/SIU, 
ALE AREA, BAAGAIN, SPA-
. ous, 1 bdrm apl, Ind watar A 
csD Sl4-41C5 cw fSS4.&8S2. 
TOWNHOUSES falaemes!er,call457-8194 ga1,wall!f,tra&h,lawnc:arelncl,no 
306 w College, 3 bdrms. au, 
lum'Unlum, IUIMlefl!al leaes, 
54M808 (llaffl.5pm) No pets 
alphamUIGaol.00111 pe!S.529-36740t534-4795, 
www.~net ~le.00111 
C'OAlE. 5 MIN to SIi.', effic, dean, 
qulet,$210/mo,ll)N:lal-
COUNTRY SETTING, 2 bdrm, cat• COUNTRY lMNG IDEAL for i,ad, 
pel, gas, IPP. r1a, pets o1c, - 2 bclnn, pullOul bed, lteezef, aJc, 
$425lmo, after 5pm cal 684-5214 OI $295.'mo, 529-3507 Ot 521--3811. 
• ratn,calll2""34150t457-8798. Duplexes· 
S2l.Q258 • •. FOR AENTISALE, 14X80, 3 bdrm, 2 FUJ. TIME & SlbstiUe teachef1I EROTIC MOOELS, WCMEN and 
COUNTRYSETTINQ,
0
0~ ba11ls.onpfvallt lot.dose totown, :=;:a~~~:_ · mennaeaad!Oteroclcphotoa-.or 2 BDRM I INFURN, amal pell okay, 
water Ind, Cambria area. S37&mo, 
avae Jan 111. cal 457•5631. · 
bdrm, IMng rm, famCy rm, ldlchen, 2 $550{mo, 529-4278 Ot 549-9754. WlOpmenl req. cal 529-1551. film, cal Ge<,rga (314) ~1. 
::=. ~'Zi.~ - ~=:!~~~lmr~C'a. SAl.£Sa.EAI<, P/f,nmlblt21, 
FURN, 3, 4, & 5 bdrm, houses and S450'rno, 457.7337. • apply In penoo. Sou1hem Illinois 
ap11, cloletoSIU,tenlral heat ,aJc, LlquorMart, 113 N 12111St.M'boro. $145 DRIVEWAY AOCKapedal, 15 
__ yan1,_no_pe_ts._ca1...;·_·457-•_77_82. ___ , :~~onsile, --------- ~~~~-
. ~':to~r.i:dis-
. ENTER DRAWING FOR free com-
puter when you sign a new lease. 1 
bdrm, 2 blocks from SIU, 457-6786. 
tanc:e to caml)US. pleasa ca~ Clyde 
Swanson at54~7292 o, 534-7292. · •~= =~~ SCHOOL BUS DRIVER!i needed, good pt wortc. start u a bus ffl0h10t & we will lraln you toa1ve. ca1549-
3913 OI apply In peBOll at 700 New 
Era Rd. ac:rou trom Iha Aid. 
JAYBIRD'S SERVICES, TREE 
WOl1c. removal, trlmning, deatH4), 
893-8170 . 
PROVIDING HNIDYMAN SERV0 
ICES,~ minor plumbinwelec-
lrical, haufir-9, yald work, l'00f repair, 
tree service & mud! mont, 549-
2090. . 
FREE RENT, CALL for details, lease 
.enters you In drawing for~; 
. 1 bdrm. 2 blks from SIU, high speed 
lntemel access. $300/mo, 818-457· · 
6788. •. 
. GEORGETOWN, .NICE, F\JRNNN· 
. ·. FURN, 2 & 3 bd:m, no pets. seeds-
. play by appl al 1000 E Grand,. · 
(818) 529-2187. 
GREATDEAls,LOWp-ices:U., 
1,2 ,3 &4bdrmllCfOSSfrOm eaffll)UI 
· • 2 bdrm• most utilities Incl" _;:•~ 
1 & 2bcrmwall<lng dislanal 10cam-
··- · pus. Keyed entry laundry on Site 
Sctlill1ng "rcperty Management · 
. '" .'. , . ·. 818-549-0895 
. M1lORO, 1 BDRM, carpet. ale, w/d 
hookup, rel, $27!Jmo, call 687-4577 
OI 987-9202. 
NEAR CRAB ORCHARD lake, 1 
bdrm w/catport& stotage, no pets. 
$300{mo, 549-7400 
NEAR CRAB ORCHARD lake, 2 
bdrm & sto,age rm. $325/mo, no 
pets. 549.7400 • 
UNITY POIITT SCHOOL area, newly 
decOla'.ed, clean & quiet. ready 10 
ITIO\III In 3 bdrm apt. complete willl 
lumitln, w/d, C'a. & !rash pidl-up, 
$625,'mo+ security dep, formont In-
lo call 529-3564, IIOITy no pets. • 
Houses. 
2 BDRM (303 S. BEVERIDGE) 
New C0ll$IIUCliOI\ prlr..le parking, 
wld lndud, Ice mallet, miaowlMt, 
d/w, deck, cable ready, to dosatl, 
12 mon ~ lease, $650/mO, 924-
8225 OI 549-6355. 
SUMMER/FALL2003 
4 bdrm- 503,505,511 S Aah. 
319; 321, 324, 406,W Walrul 
. : 305 W Colleoe, 103 S Forest ' 
·. 501 SHays 
3 bdrm- 310, 313, 610 W Qieny 
405SAsh,321 WY-!alr>Jt 
106 S Forest, 306 W Collega 
2 bdrm· 305 W Collega 
406,324,319WWalr&Jl 
· 1bdrm- 207 W Oak 
802WWa.nrt, 108SForest 
549-4808 (9 am-5 pm) No Pets 
Free renlal list al~ W College 14 
OP C'DALE LOCATION luxury 2 
nn, :.OUS., C'a, w/d, no pets, 
6M-4145rw684-6882. Ml!ORO; 1 BDRM, !rash. water, . 
~J~ti~J;.l~C'a, 2BDRMHOUSES,S375-550/mo, 1 : UNJOUEREHTA1.OPPORT1JMI. 
---------, leitdose to caml)US, no pets. ca1 • TIES: reasonabllt I& 2 bdnn apts. 
NEW 2 BDRM APARTMENTS 549-4471. houses & lrailefs In Mboro proper 
~ ~ STnEET (2 b1ks Iran 2 BDRM, WITH study, C'a. wld, new and~ $225-$450, 687•2787. 
FrNH!gh-Spdlntemet floorlng,newpalnt.500SWasNng- VAN AWKEHREHTALSl'IOWrenl• 
Fn,e Big ScrNnTV ton,avai now cal 457•7337. k-.g IOrFal2003, S.4,3,bdrms 
d/w, micnlwavlt, cewng ran, In every --------- I houses. wld, aJc, dhl, nice aafts. 
room, Ice maker, garbage disposal, 5818 E GRAND road. In CarteMfllt, manship, hrdwdllln, cal 529-5881. 
reserved parlilg. on-sife laundry la- newly remodeled. 3 bdrm, $675 plus 
cili!ies.cableready,aalheat.dose c1ep&1easa, 985-4184· . ,. • Mobile Homes· ... 
to campus; 12 mon Aug lease, 24 hr IHI BDRM (608 W COLLEGE) - - ,.... - · ' · . · - . 
· free mainlenance, $810/mo, Alie- Newly remodeled, :g declc. higlHpd 1 & 2 BDRM MOBILE HOMES, 
man Properties, 1124-8225 or 5:49· Internet. big screen TV, d/w, w/d In- doaa to campu1, $225-535(),'mo, 
6355. dud, garbage cisposa1. Ice maker, water & !rash lnduded, no pets, cal 
.----------, I ceilnglanl,newe'a/heal,privale 549-4471. 
SUMMER/FALL2003 parl<ing. 12mon~lease,924- ---------
8, 5,4, 3, 2, 1 BDRMS _B22S_0t_54_9-6355 _ ._____ 1 ~~~LE=,;:,~~ 
S49-4808 (9am-5pn) No pets · BIG 3 BDRM, AU. NEW windows, 2763. 
,__R_en_tar_&st_a_t 306_W_Co11eQe ____ ,_4 ... 1 lumace, w/d, air, dote 10 SIU, $690/ 
· · Townhouses 
2 BDRM NEW construcled town-
houses, SE c'dale, 1300 square lee! 
many extras, avail now, 549-8000. 
' . "-·: ., - •· . - . 
mo, pets neg Mike O 924-4657. 
BRAND NEW & NEWLY remodeled 
on Mil SI, aD amenities lnc:ludi:,g 
washer & dryer. central air, and 
plenl'f of p;m;ng. please can Clyde 
Swanson 549-7292 Ot 534-7292. 
2 BDRM MOBILE homlt, waler & 
trash Incl, S300/ mo cal 534-2763. 





683-0202..' -• ---- . . 
20'S HIDEOUT NOW taking. app4ica• 
lionsl0twaitstall,muslblt21 toap-
ply, 2608 W. Main In Marion, apply r•llef4pm. .. ·,-. 
. AVON REP, NO~s. trea at;p. 
. ping. start-up $10, 1-ll00-1198-2868, 
Ires gilt w/ slgn-up. 
SMAIJ. BAPTIST CHURCH. localed 
In M1loro, seeking o,ganisl/piaBSI. 
tor Surmy & choir rehearsal. pay 
000. cal Diana at 687-4228. 
SUMMER LEAGUE SWIM coach, 
Ama, IL, JUllll and Jutf, cal 833-
3991 by Feb 14. 
SCUIRRaATTIC,NEEOING . 
tomeon1t to dltan DUI your &!tic, to 
discoverY')IK Ndden treasures, un-
wanted treasaes hauled away lrM 
618-565-1823 Ol 967•2215. 
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED, THRIFT SHOP HIRING PT, IOffllt 
$2501 day potential. local positions. hltavylilling"required,com1tlnand STEVE THE CAR DOCTOR Mobillt Med1anic. Hit makes tcuse calls, 
457°7984 OI mobile 525-8393. 1.000-:293-3985 ext 513. apply al 215 n Illinois, (!dale. 
BARTENDERS, FEMALE. PT, 
MUST BE 21, WILL TRAJN,exc:pay, 
Jomstcn City, 20 mnJlltS !rem 
C-clale, cal 982-9402. 
CHEMISTRY TUTOR FOR SIU ae-
rior, cal Mille alt3r 5:30, 549~14, 
goodpay. • ' 
CO-ED YMCA SUMMER. 1.5 tn 
1101111 ol cricago. ls hiring college 
students b wait willl ycu1l1 In carrp. 
lll)!ling, salary, room, board proylded 
,Jure9-~16,gai'le>;)ellence 
wor1<Jng wlldd:s. 00lllaCt Jell at YM• 






• ~Early Bird" Special 
thru Feb. 21 st 
Luxury Apts. for 2,· 3, or 4 
SOPHOMORE to Grads · 
. Office: M-F 1-Sp.m. 
607 East Park St~· 
pH. 549-283.5 .. 
YfWW.GPApts.com 
ijB8:II 
i t. ;;;/, .'i Jff-'speo~lya]en~nf5, ~ od 1n_thgJ:>c1!ly Egyp~~! <,; ::. ,\ ;ft:;:J 
1 s.'fmr:ilv. . fill_ out_'· ihis_·._:~.-::f: ~ ~.--~:-·_ )~_-.·.9.·· Co... m_ :mun·icctio··· ·,.·  ns.'_._ > 0c:;iy Es)'Plian SIUC\ ,1t_·,~i{ 
;arKl retu~ it_ to one of the faTiowing~ :: :su~~ ~~~: . t · lkaaxle 6887 • 1 ,t :::;·] 
:/lviw?Jtft:,._7 /1.yes, dide letterof 'fO',)rdio,ce:,: ,,;•_: •,::·, ,·:.i,;: ;·:ii!,°{ 
L :~-c;~;~}.£~~1f1!;~ .. ~"'cil~1 
· ~ ~ rof.ycnir.orderi .-."•·3j D ~ E. ,F © . ~-i·~;i : 
&);, ~?~:~;~;_¾£?]. G~ H ~• •~·- (tJ 






U 1 508 S. Ash #2/ 
en 508 S. Ash-#3\ · 
~ 509 s. Ash# 1\~s>/. 
~ 504 s. Beveridge '. ; · · 
C 602N.Carico '· 
•7oeIForesi. ~ 
·,16s:·Fores1" 
7185; Forest #3 
500 W, ~eeman #I,• 6; 
520 s. Graham 
507 1/2 s:iHays 
509 112·s: H~ys:. 
513S. Ha:1-;s, ,; ·. 
402 112 E: 1--i#ie,r.,. 
;4-06 1/2 E. Hes1c;_r, . 
• 408 112 E. Hester,· 
Q) 403 W. Elm# 1· ,.·, ;, .410 E, Hester. . 
~ 403 W. Elm #2 703 W. High #E ;·, ·.: ; 
CV 403 \\'. Elm #3 . '. ,703 W. High #\'/ ,}'.;?; 
~ 718 S. Forest# 1 .· .. 200W.:Hospital #I-·'.~-_. 
"'t:, 718 S. Forest #3 ··,03 s:·lllinois #202 · .. ' ' 
C 5071/2 s. Hays . 703 s·; Illinois 11203 
-~::~-,(;~ts?::~;:_:~;~:~~~·. 
515. S:,13~veridge # I 
51.S"S1 Beverictge~#2 
515S,'Bev,eridge #3 
sis s.-Beyerldge #4 
SJSS, Beveddge #5 
1200,w.'. 6irier 
3ofi:w.ct1em• .. ··. 
311 w:Ch~' # r 
40s ,v.c:6eny _ ·· 
407 w.dierry·.' 
501 'W.Clitm);. 
503 w:a1env , . 
0 · 50911?S. Hays cii I\V:Kerinlcotl · 
.C .. 402 1/2 E. Hester 612.S;i.pgan 
~ -406 1/2 E. Hester SOTif.2\V,'Main B 
~ . 408. 112 E. Hester · 906 w. ~1cDariiel 
606 w:theny · 
614.W.C:::h(!fl}'·: ·. 
405 w,c:iiciirY Coun 
406 W.Cliem• Coun 
407 W.Ctieriy Coun 
408 ,v:ciieny"c:oun 
'·• ' 409 W.Cheriy coun 
. 408 w. &es1nui 
~ 208 W, Hospllal # 1 300 w. Mill i!Y_ .. : 
I 703S:lilinois#lOl 300\\'.Mill'ii:?".:r -703 s. Ulklols,# 102 300 w. Mill #4" .. '7~ ;;)4½9.1:S #201,. . 405 E. ~1ili . 703 S:lilino!s #202 .. ·. .407 E. Mill 
: ;:, 300 E. eouese. 
:, ~l303 w. cofil!ge 
. ]:~,fjt~~~::"\//: ::-ftb~-~i~k/13 
. '309 w. Col~e # I 
309 W. Coilege #2 
30f) W. College #4 
309 W. College #5 
:., .. 400,\y. College #3 
507 112 w. i1a1n #," : ~,._~!JV. Oak . 
507 1/2 \V. Ma·!n #B , . ·~ 30ON. Oakland 
507W.i1ain #2 ~i'• ,.SIJ.N;:Oaklancf 
400 W. Oak #S: ·. , . 1305 E. Par~~: ,. 
202 N. Poplar #2 . 
202 N. Poplar #3 -
. 406 S. University # 1 
406 s. University #3 
406 S. University 114 
334 W. Walnut # I 
334 W. Walnut #2 
602 w. Walnut 
301 N. Springer #3 
'. 414 W.Sycamore #E 
~~ ~}-i~P'. .,_ 
504.S. Xs11:112 
=?0,f.S/i\sh #3 
. '.506S; Ash 
; :s1-4's, Ash 111 
.• ,/:,:si':-is.·Ash_#3 
'' .~?;.::.:~ 
: ·:-~~:s;:-_-,·'. ..... '' 
• ": ¥ ... ~~ 
.i··,:·_.:. 
-------..,-· ............ -, ..... .., .,.,...,~,,- .... ,~--·-------, ~· ... 
lfii\!\1 
I 30:~J;'.~rk r: . 
506 N/P.oplar-#2 
506 N;:F'opla/#3 
506 rf{Pi:iplar #4 
506 N: Poplar #5 · 
506 N·; 'Poplar #6 
405 s.·severidge 
300 E. College 
312 W. College #I 
3 I 2 \V.College 112 
71 o w ... Col!ege 
.305 Crestview 
CLASSIFJEOS 
GOlOEN RETRIEVER PUPPY; 
Dogwood and Gian! City Rd 1111!a, 
reward; 549-3676 or 529-17llt; She's ha.ppy._ 
MALE GOLDEN Relrievef,Glanl City 
Dogwood Lano area. about 7 yrs 
old.54!'!-3676or529-t791. 
11 SPRING BREA!< Vacations) can-
cun. Jamaica, Bahamas, & Florida. 
Best pa!1ies. Best hotel$, Bes\ Pri-
ces! Group Discounts, Group organ-
izers travel free! Space ls Umi!edl. 
HU!7V up & Boe'< Now! 1-ll00 .. 234-
70u7 
www.endlesssummertours.com 
ACAPULCO'S 11 SPRING Break 
Company, Bianchi-Rossi Tours ls 
"Going Loco· with a "Last Chance to 
Dance• Spec;iall Book now and get 
S100 off our already low price! Your 
seat ls available now, but mai· be 
gone iOmOrrowl Can now B00-675-
4525, www.ebreaknow.com 
RIDE TO CHICAGO for spring 
break, S50 round trip, call :X:uier 
Transportation at 773-291-6860 
SPRING BREAK 2003 WITH STS 
· Amenca·s •1 Stuoent 
Tour Operator. sell lrips.eam cash. 
travel tree. ln!ormatiol\' reservations 
B00-6l8-4849 or www.s!Stravel.com 
SPRING BREAK CANCUN, Jamai-
ca. S Padre Island & Florlda, Free 
pa~s. lood & drinks! BEST hotels 
& LOWEST prices! www.!:>reaker .. 
stravel.com (800) 575 .. 2025_ 
~ 
. . ·" 
Why are these two h.appy? 
It's because they went to 
www.dailyegyptian~com 
and checked out the Dqwg House, 
a premier Internet guide 
to rental properly listings in Carbo.ndale .. 
SPRING BREAK ON South Padre 
Island, ranked #3. S.B. destination 
by !he Travel Channel Sou:ti Padre 
Resor! Rer.:als has the best t, 2 & 3 
bdrm condOS. Great location & 
amenities, dose to Mexico, cal soo-
944-681 B / gosoutt,padreisland.com - Thanks to the Dawg Ho"use, ·these two already have their leases signed for .. next fall and can focus on · ... other things, like ~mproving their dance moves: LOCAL PHOTO PERSONAL ADS 
www.dawgdates.com 
FREE membershlp. No Spam. 
Daily Egyptian Classified Advertising Order Form 
20 Auto 
25 Parts & Service 
30 Motorcydes 
40 Blcydes 
SO Rec Vehides 
60 Homes 
70 Mcbile Homes 










140 Sport Goo:fs 
160 Pets & Supply 
• 170 Miscellaneous 
1 BO Auctions/Sales 270 Mobile Homes 345 Free 
. 185 Yard Sales 260 Mobile Home lot 346 Free Pets 
FOR RENT 290 Comm Property 350 Lost 
200 Rooms 300 Want to Rent 360 Found 
210 Roommates 310 HELP WANTED 370 Rides Needed 
220 Sublease 315 Bus. Opport. 360 Riders Needed 
230 Apanments 320 Employ .. Wanted 430 Entenainment 
240 Townhouses 330 Serv. Offered .432 Food 
250 Duplexes 335 Religious Serv. 435 Announcements 
260 Houses 340 Wanted 440 Spring Break 
445 Travel 
450 Personals 
4S0 •900• Numbers 
4BOWebSites 
--C-la_s_s_ifi_e_d_A_d_v_e_rt-is-in_g-c..R_a_t_e_s _ __, Directions 
* Com .. plete all 6 steps. 
* One letter or number per space. 
* Periods and commas use one space. 
1 Day .... (3 line minimum) .... $1 .40 per line 
3 Days .................................. $1.19 per line 
5 Days ................................. $1.02 per line 
10 Days ................................ $.87 per line * Skip one space between words; 
20 Days .................. _. .. ;._.$.73 per line · * Count any part of a line as a full line. 
1'.~ ::;:SS --------------------'-----------;_ Phone# _________ Date -'------
Clc;l5s1fication # 3
. Run Ad 
' • lDay 
0 '>D3Days 
, Els Days 
· O.lQDays 
' · El '20 Days 
. Calculating Payment 
· Multiply taul number er lines • 
tbes cost per ine as lndieated 
, under rates. Fer enmple if you 
runaf,velineadfor5days,total 
cost is $ZS.SO (S 1.02X5r,ncsl(5 • 
days); Add 1 St per wonl/per day 
re, bold words and 1 St per ine/ 
;:··-~1ror~ering._ · 
TUESDAY FEBRUARY 4 2003 • PAGE 15 
Are you dominated. by the right 
hemisp~ere of your brain? 
If you are, th~.y 1ou could be a part df the 
Daily Egyp~n Ad Production team 
* Knowledge of Pli&toshop, ·1111ustrator & 
desktop publishing software necessary. 
* Must be enrolled at SIU for at least 6 
credit hours for spring 2003 semester. 
* All majors· welcome to apply. Advertising 
background helpful. 
DONATE 
Project Hope Humane Society in Metropolis, 
IL. needs your time, your money or both! 
Needs: Dog food, cat food, pet toys, pet 
treats, bleach, paper towels, blankets, towels, 
newspaper. Call (618) 524-8939 for more 
information 




Please Be Sure To Check 
Your Classified Advertisement For Errors On 
The First Day Of Publication 
The Daily Egypti~n cannot be responsible for 
more than ONE day'.s incorrect insertion (no excep-
tions) •. Advertisers arc responsible for checking their 
ads for errors on the FIRST day they appear • 
Advertisers sWpping insertions are responsible for 
checking their ads on the FIRST day they are to cease 
appearing. The Daily Egyptian will not be r~nsible 
for more than one day's insertion for a classified ad that 
is to be stopped. Errors not the fault of the advertiser 
which lessen r'.,e value of the advertisement will be· 
adjusted~ 
Classified advertising running with the Dally 
Egyptian will not be au::>matically renewed. A calUf~ck 
will be given on the day of expiration. H customer is 
not at the phone number listed on their account it is 
the responsibility of the customer to contact the Daily 
Eg\-'ptian for ad renewal. · 
· All classified advertising must be processed 
before 2 p.m. to appear in the next day's publication. 
An)"thing processed after 2 p .. m. will go in the following 
day's publication. · 
. Cla~sified advertising must be paid in advance 
exc::ept for those accounts with established ~it. A ser-
~ice charge.of $25.00 "'ill be added to the advertiser's 
account for every check returned to the Dally Egyptian 
unpaid by the advertiser's bank. Early cancelbtions of 
classified advertisement will be chari:cd a $2.50 senicc , 
fee. Any refund under $2.50 "ill be forfeiu,d due to 
the o:ost of_processlng.. . . 
All'advcrrlsing submitted to the Dally Egyptian - . 
Is subJ~ct to ·appro,'21 and may be re~, rcjecu,d, or . : 
ca_ncclled '!t ~~.ti~!'- • ': . :: : • . ~--· .• ;'_ \ 
The.Daily Eg)-ptian assumes no liability if fen, ,-;;.r 
S~f~~ii~es nec~sary? :~~~~7 ttr~ I: 
1 , •• ,·. A.61lmple.ofall mall-order itctn5.must be sub,:-: :,,.:. · ;!ti~~fdtr:c2:t~1i~~:~:~~t!::tir~ 1: . 
. ~~~~!.!.it-7;/t:flj'~-~~!~.-_·::. ·_ ... -~;-~-:--·· • _ . _ ·- ~i 
Place your ad by phon_e at 615:"536.~3311 Monday- . · ~ · ._ 
Friday 8 a.m: _to _4:30_1•.:m.~ ~~ visit our tffice in the i g!j ~-
~~~mu:ications ~~ild~g•.~~ 1~9: • ~,):•/;;; ~~ 
\. 
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. ~c~ 
• Base Wage Increases 
• EamS125nattcncmce 
bav.esl'Yel)''Xld.1)-$ 
• Great Benefits 
• Career Advancement 
·• Paid Training 
•Fun Atmosphere 
• Business Casua\ Dress 
• $250 Referral Bonus 
··••• .. •.·','1' 
DAII.Y F..QYPTIAN COMICS 
Dormant Life by Shane Pangburn --------
Let's Save Decatur 
The Quigmans by Buddy Hickerson 
by Seth Dewhirst 
. . Daily Horoscope 
By Linda C. Black . . . 
Today's Birthday (Feb. 4). An "old friend helps you find 
1 .,ay through the mue lo the treasure. No need to go it 
,lone 'this year: Don't listen to the people who say you'll . 
never make iL A creative partner will m.l::i it 111 OK. even 
if you don't make iL · · · · · 
· To get the 1dvanlage, check the day's rating: 10 is the 
easiest day, !I the most challengin,;. 
Aries (March 21•Aprll 19). Todq is 1 7 • Pushing 
isn't the only way lo get ahead. Sometimes showing 
compassion, or simply listening. is much more effective. 
Taurus (April 20-May 20) -Today is 1 7 • Be a stabiliz• 
ing inOuence for a friend who's undergoing change. Yo~, 
calming words and demeanor help everything turn out 
for the besL 
Cemlnl (1,try 21-Jun• 21) • Today ts 1 5 • The less 
said, the better. let somebody else do the talkir.g. This 
is ,. :o:igh assignm•nt, but sell-discipline is a wonderful 
skill to muter. 
c.iricu (lune 22•1uly 22) • Today is a 6 • You're gain• 
ing experience and seeing why rules am jlOod. Follow · 
them. and minimize the amount of stuff you have to 
learn the hard way. · 
Leo (July 2l•Auc. 2:!) • Today is a 6. There are• lot 
of temptations to sper.d, and a couple of pretty good rea• 
,--------------------,sons.First, find a way to make more money. • 
flfjl~fi;'.1il ~ THATSCRAUBLEDWORDGAME 
~\!dJ~~ tyHont!AffloldMCIUlkoArglr1of1 
Unscramble these lour Jumbles, 
one loner to each square, 
1 RIVOS · -~·--1-
I I r rJ 
ffLG~ 
I AHLEEX ~ tr J j THl5 AGENr 
WORK5 HSRI:. 
t ;;;~~f .. ~-, - • - lbw arrange the c;;,c!ed 1o·nors 10 l l CJ ~u:::i::·c:~ 
. . . f"'""'V"T""" ,"U:' f'f'f'f'f'ln Answtr.,A~ 
• - (Answers tomom>w) 
.h.mbl~ MOUTH . VIPER Pll'.'l'l'AL SULmY 
AnsWfl". Whal the aviato, became when he' audl· 
tioned; lot a TV role - A TEST, "I'll.Or 
Vireo (Auc. 23-SepL 22) • Today is 1 6 • The others 
are so deeply involved, they can't be objective. You're 
better than they are at setting priorities. Don't keep those 
prit>rities to yourself. Hollerl · 
llbla (SepL 23-0ct. 22) • Today is a 7 • What you've 
been taught to do probably won't work as well as 
erpected. Cancel travel plans if r:,u can. Tomom,.,, will 
be much better. 
Scorrlo (Oct. 2l•Nov. 21) • Today is 1 7 • The rr.ore 
questions you ask, th• mor ~ you understand, and the 
more your love grO'NS. Sounds simple, ercepl for_ that 
first question (the one you've been thinking about). 
Sagittarius (Nov. 22•Dec. 21) • Today is• 6 • Don't get 
headstrong and think you know ii all Others have dif• 
ferenl opinion,, and ,ome of their ideu are quite good. 
Include them. 
ca~rlcarn (Dec. U•l•n. 19) • Today II a • • lt'I "',,i 
good enough just to worry. You need k t11'ke a few 
changes. Russes. your routines in order to cut costs. 
Aquarius (Jan. 10-Feb. 11) • Today is a 7 • You may 
not be able to buy everything on your list, bu! don'! le! 
that stop you. You're creative and imaginal'Ye. Think of. 
another way. 
Plscos (Feb. H'March 10) • TodJy is a 6 • Speak _up 
if you want thine• to llo a certain way. If you don't, your 
interest• could be ignored, 1,:,d it'd be your owu f1ulL . " ~ . 
(c)' 200:S, TR.16:JNE MEDIA SERVICES "tNC'"-




1 Soot with force 
5 SoNdtink 
9 Clock laces 
14 Luxurious auto 
15 Over a!)ll;n 
16Bowc<I 
17Medley 
18 Paras,!Jc Insects 
~ ~:i•~ roc:o,d ~~ N 
22 Japanese Yl-f-1-l-,, .-.;"",, op,"'~"",.-+-+--111a1:~~~-I aborigine r,;; ~, ""'" _ 
~ ~~'n., b:-!1-1-1-f!''!i.l:~,, ,. 
~ &':~:-· .., ~ " ~,. ~ ·~ 
29 Gcffer's gadget ~) .. 
:io~~elmu ~., 
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!h,~~gear c,-,....,. ___ ..._-'-'L....JI.....-J""~--........ -,,.1--,'04/IJ3.,__,. 
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Welcome Back Students! 
Meet Steve &. >.rarte, owners or The 
Aulo Shop, Carbondale's most 
.,· trusled mechanics ror over IOyrs. 
The Auto Shop Is family owned and 
?' operated and they kno.w what It 
takes to keep lhclr customers 
'~ happy. 
, f •our Customers arc our Fnmllyl 
' We take pride In the ract that we arc 
...:.0 , able to eurc for one or our 
··, ··,. ,. 10--#<wcustomcrs most valuable 
possessions and that Is why we 
~~~a.,,..::;.;.....;,;~;;Q.;;::::a;,icnrc for It 111cc It were our own. we 
FAMILY OWNED AND also have the most tcchnologlcnlly 
OPERATED advanced diagnostic testing, so 
why selllc for less than the best.• 
Back To School Snecial. · 
r 7u'tie~ ;;;ii:- ., TIIE ~ur~op 
I $16.9_5MostCars& I· ~\~ 
I Light Trucks I IMPORT i.. DOMESTIC REPAIR Recommended e\'cry 
I 3000m FREE Tire I d• . Rotation y...,...,c.~(i, 
\.. -ex~ 3!,!!_03 _ J 31 7 E. Main 
DAtLY EcwmAN 
CREGLOW 
CXJNTINUEO fl!ClM PAGE 20 . 
Chiogo with people myage, 35-45," 
\Veber said. "Because some of those 
people came down here and were part' 
of the 'loose and free' lifestyle. And 
now they are parents." 
After last season's Sweet Sixteen 
berth, it seemed as though the 
program was taking a gigantic step in 
a forwud direction to erase any bad 
aftertaste our school may have. 
Then comes the talk about this 
strike. 
"This fall we'd go to a kid's home 
SPORTS 
and we though we were in great and a strike occurs], and it will be 
as soon as mom s.tid 'I .don't think detrimental; Kow:ikzyk said. "Not 
that is a good place to go. Ir's a wild.. just with athletics, but to the whole 
place, it is a party place.' Then when school. \ Ve have an image that we 
you compound a strike into that need to protect. \Ve sprod our name 
negath-c image, it is going to make it last )'Car with the Sweet Sixteen and 
is not only going to hurt us recruit~ got some people interested in SIU 
ing-wise.• , tha.t normally wouldn't have been. 
Right now, this strike is lo..':11 and Obviously, t is will ruin some ofit." 
semi-national. · . I'd prefe. to hear the annoying 
The Saluki basketball squad is statement ab,: •11 our unknown ·mas-
9-1 in conference and 14•4. o rail, cot - it \\':IS cute ,little tidbit, not 
giving it a solid chance to g the negative pi1 ·pie the h1 bbub about 
another NCAA Tourney bid. the strike will b. ·mish SI with. 
"Wh:it's a S:iluki?" could 
replaced by "SIU had a strike, :i col- Zadi Crrglow ·,·a Jrt, an in 
lcge h:id a strike!" . \aurnalism. His view, o not n, sarily 
"I think it will go national [if . rtjlt(tthouofthtD.-tllYEG'll'Thi. · 
Men's track and field has strong SIU softball tickets Oit sale 
showing at Redbird Open ThcSIUAthlcticDtp.utmmt1nnounccJtha1,c•sonticke11fc,r 
Two mcmbe" of the SIU m.en'• rruk anJ liclJ tum ••med 
tint·pbce finishes •t this wn:k,,nd's non-scoml Redbinl Open in . 
:-:cnn,J as R.ay Scotten '"m the role v•ul1 anJ Joe llpnc won the 
J,Ol.10 meren. 
the 2003 softb>!l sn.son •re now av,ibbl<. This will be rhc in,ui,"Ur.il 
,c,son in the new Sl.7 million s1>tc-of-1he•ar1 sr,Jium. 
The sl.ldium will fe,ture ch1ir back and bfc,cher se.iing, • con-
cnsion area, rnlmoms, lights, 1.ugc dugouts, • tn.ining room, full• 
site lockers in a c,rpcteJ l°'kcr room, a coJches office, an clenled 
press box with E1hcrnct connection, two b.1nln~ c-.i~ • .tn irrig1tion 
•)~tern and LiunJry facilities, anJ it will hold 500 fam. 
Other S,Juki, who fared well ar the meet ho.i,J by Illinois Su1e 
were !on.~ jumpers Brent Llnle («rond) ,nJJ,«>n l\xhnok (10th), 
D,,mnJohnson (fou1th in the trirle jump),Ju~en G:uci, (1hird in 
the mile), Domn Gial (lifth in the mile) and hii:h jumper,. Kellen 
Allen (fourth), P,ul Whiuk,,r(lif1h) anJ Fm!Jy Ruic (eighth). 4Hrn•A!ITO PARlS 457-841 I 
- - AMM!J&WiSMW The SIU sprint =--~ JiJ nor tm'tl to the meet, but \'oill <om-pcte next Satunl.iy "hen the full aquaJ heads to Ch•mp.aign lo take 
f:!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"~!!!'!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~ p1rt in the C1rlc/Hul1h Clusic. 
Pricn for single·g,me tickets will be S4 for adul11 anJ SJ for 
hii:h Khool students, ,cniors anJ children. Season pa,..,. will cost 
S25 for SIU faculty amt st.JT, seniors, high school stuJenrs an,1 
children, SJO for adults 1nJ S75 for an entire family. There wiU be a 
101,I of 15 home g,mes. 
For more tick,,t infonn11ion, «ill (618) 453·2000. 
LINDELL W. STURGIS 
MEMORIAL PUBLIC SERVICE A WARD 
CALL FOR NOMINATIONS 
Established in 1979. the Lindell W. Sturgis Memorial 
Public Service A ward is presented by the SIU Board of Trustees 
to an SIUC employee to recognize public servi'ce efforts-
contributions to the community, area, state or nation-based 
upon activities unrelated to his/her job responsibilities. 
. Deadline for nominations: March 31, 2003 
Please direct nominations to: 
Dorothy L McCombs, Committee Chair 
Constituent Relations and Special Events, Mail Code 6525 
1004 S. Eliz.abeth 
For nwrr informalion, plms~ call 4JJ.JJ06. 
All· Majors career Fair 
Wednesday, February I 9, 2003 
Io a.m. to 3 p.m. 
SIUC Student Center Ballrooms 
Free Admission - Open io the 
public. 
See participating employers and 
the jobs for which they are 





Career Services will 
be eligible to win a _ 
Palm Pilot during the 
Career.Fair. 
~EN { ~==-~:'"::; MISSOlJRJ VALLEY CONFERENCE:S.ASKETBAi.L STANDINGS.~}·: WOMER 
Creighton Bulldogs 9 I 19 . 2 · Indiana State Sycamores 8 I 15 3 
ISouthemtltiriois·SarukiS ;1.:,-1;:,,9 .. ~,'1"~1.•: ·: ;:.'.:<'~ ,\14],0 4 ;_1 [cieigl:iton' Blueµ'yi'>•·> .; ,.:;::•,·'&.:::,, 3~Z,'ii~;~~, 13•:0:s::J 
SN Missouri SL Bears 9 I · 13 6 SN Missouri SL lady Bears 6 3 10 8 
faVic(ii~ State shoa~is:5;}~¾:4"21:) L~}}<~I (lj:J-1:§j ~s~ Shiicker's·~t-:::/.::,; S:'U:':i,L(.~~ ;\'"Tf!l'}~'Lm 
Evansville Purple Aces 4 • 6 8 II Drake Bulldogs S 4 ; 10 8 • 
l8'adl;B~:,,;'.f:,,:et:1:t~i,],t&::t3fa}j~J1 ~;;13:,,j INortheiii)owa Pantheii~(:;;:i:t;s;-~'•Y4,'+:Mi~ 
Nonhem Iowa Panthers 3 7 6 12 Bradley Braves· 4 5 8 10 
[Ora~eBuUdogj;;~::iJJ};;,;:r~2:~~"r,~t°,:;t,Sf:;${t3E1 [&a1isvi11e·Purpj~~·r,r1;.{3;{:i,1/JG;!~?';'!tw:n:~-/j 
Illinois Slate Redbirds 2 8 3 15 Illinois State Redbirds 3 6 5 13 
t1ndianiState's@mor~°;f!H1::;•!2tf,:if".j.:~ ~iiSalukis.;:;,-it,:o·/~,9;):s~:~1\4i:;(,,4~ 
No. 1 Florida prepares 
for basketball bluebloods 
By Mike Bianchi 
The Orlando Sentinel 
l\la:k it down as yet another entry men, and perhaps their most-talantcd 
on Donovan"s burgeoning· list of pla)'Cr (Drejcr) has been injured for 
milestones. The Gators were voted most of the season and is just being 
GA 1 N ES VI LL E, FI a. No. 1 In The Associated Press media integrated into the lineup. 
(KRT) - They are calling it one of roll for the first time in school his- "Whether we're ranked No. 1 or 
the biggest regular-season games in tory l\londay. nor,• Donovan said, "the exciting 
school history. Dono\':ln, like most coaches, thing is we have a lot of room to 
Tickets arc going for 10 times downplayed the ranking, saying, improve." 
face value. "Being No. 1 is m-crshadowcd by the Donovan spoke to the media 
Home fans arc in a frenzy about game with Kentucky." Monday from a roon: inside the 
the opportunity to ·.cc the team that Of course, that's a bunch of SEC's unri\':lled "Taj Mahoops" - a 
plays a nylc they wish they pla)-cd, hoo-h:ih. Being No. 1 for the first palatial, Sll million, 45,000-square 
choreographed by a coach they wish time is huge. There will be other big basketball complCJC built last year. 
they had. games with Kentucky, but No. 1 is a It is the only basketball-adusivc 
Their pla)-crs say they will not be monument1l landmaik in state sports practice facility i;i the conference and 
Intimidated by the premier program . annals. NC\-cr in the history of wire- is a testament to what basketball now 
in the Southeastern Conference and service polls has a college team from means to UF. 
the No. 1 team in the country. our basketball-bedraggled state been . K!=nti.cky is unquestionably. the. 
This can't really be happening, ranked No. 1 in the nation. m<Y-t storied program in the league, 
can it? . Granted, basketball polls but there is good reason for that 
Kentucky basketball is actually mostly arc meaningless, but this Baer,. in the Rupp era, UK \Y.lS the 
bracing for - Florida? is another dizzying precipice that only school in the SEC . that even 
. The hoity-toity, holicr•than- seemed unreachable a few years ago. tried or cared. Many of the league's 
thou Wildcats actually h:ive a bit Donovan is compiling benchmarks other programs didn't even have full-
of an inferiority complex aoout the so quickly, it's almost hard to imagine lime basketball coaches and instead 
- Gators? · that Florida basketball existed before assigned assistant football coaches to 
Big Blue Nation, once the 'only he arrived. serve as baby-sitters for the basketball 
basketball superpower in the SEC, Kentucky had "The · Baron,• team. Now schools such as Florida 
now finds itself feeling a little like Adolph Rupp; Florida h:is "The are spending big money, constructing 
Grear Britain. The basketball blue• Billy." opulent facilities and hiring premier 
bloods now are taking orders from In six \'C2i's under Dono\':ln, the coa.chcs to build elite basketball 
those horrid sang~ they used to Gators h;ve pla)-cd . for · a national program,. 
rule. The only thing missing is Tony title, won thn:e SEC championships A few months ago, a rival SEC 
Blair playing the role of UK's coach and recorded four cor.sccuth-c 20- school sent a contingent of adminls-
and offering his best recruits to Billy win seasons. And this team may be trators to Gainesville on a facr:find-
Donovan so the: "Wildcats can share his best )'Cl. The Gators ha\-cn't lost ing mission to to;ir and take notes on 
in the national g!ory the GatoD now, in two months. Th-:-/. are off to the UF's nC\v basketball complex. · 
are bringing the SEC. best sttrt (18-2) in school history. Those administrators were from 
True, the Wildcats· arc · s:ill a 1lry ha\·c the second-longest win- Kentucky: 
dominant program in the SEC,'but ning streak in the nation (14 games)~ Just chalk it up to monitoring the 
not the dominant program. They And, frighteningly, they almost competition. 
won't just be playing the Florida certainly will get better u the: season Following th~ leader. · 
Gators tonight for first place in the progresses. Three of thcif best players ' Once upon a time, t~ey were the 
SEC East; they will be playing the - Matt Walsh, Anthony Roberson top Cats, but now they are trying :o 
No. I-ranked Florida Gators. and Christian Drejcr - are fresh- · keep up with the big dogs. 
SPORTS 
Harold Bardo rose 
from meager qeginnings 
to beco~e successful in life, but 
he has \:ever forgotten all the 
assistano\he had along the way 
story by ETI-IAN ERICKSON 
Things are different now. S)ivcstcr Willis doesn't ha\'e to WOil)' about whether a restaurant will allow 
him to dine .. 
Jermaine Dearman isn't concerned with 
whether' he can go to a pool hall with team-
mates. 
But Harold Bardo had io deal with these 
types of siru,tions on a regular basis. 
As a basketball player at SIU from 1957-
1961, Bardo was one of a tight-knit group of 
black student-athletes who used the Unn'CfSity 
as a springboard to success. 
He was forced to si: in the upper reaches 
of his hometown mO\'ie theater. He was not 
allowed to eat at just any restaurant. He couldn't 
enter a C:ipe Girardeau, 1\fo., pool hall with his 
teammates. 
But he didn't dwell on these injustices. He 
used them to his advantage. 
"[Racism] helps drive you, because )'OU know 
what ir is }'<>U don't want to do," Bardo s:iid. "You 
know that }'OU don't want to ha,-e to report to 
people who don't n:spcct )'OU as a human being.~ ~- . '·. . AMANDA WHITLOCK'.;. o.Au.v EGYPTIAN 
He didn't ha,-e to face these problems alone. 
He rccei,-ed a host of helping hands along the 
way tbt assisted him in rising from a blue~collar 
upbringing fraught with prejudice to a position 
Harold Bardo is the current director of the MedPrep program at SIUC. Bardo, who is origin.ally from Sparta, was a ·point guard 
for the Saluki men's basketball team from 1958-1961. Now a. resident of Carbondale, Bardo aod his family enjoy helping out 
within the local community. · · · · ' 
as a highly respected ac-:tdcmic at SIU. . car with Bardo. "He's a tremendous competitor; Stephen said 
lhrdo's teammates and coaches 'shoui:d He realized how important this· :issistance of his father. "He loves to compete and he passed 
solidarity in the face of racism. was to his success and it plays a major role in that on to his children. I w:is probably one of the 
\ Vhen the team went to res=rants that on!y his life. Bardo is now director of SIU's MedPrep biggest competitors that many people ha,·e sren, 
sen·ed whites, all members left. Coaches alw:iys program, which helps educationally disad,':ln- but they nC\-er ran into my .father, He, next to 
made sure that black players \\'Ould be fairly raged students g:iin admission to medical school, Michael Jordan, I. think is the most competiti,·e 
accommodated before scheduling a road game. but he docsrit play up · person 1\-e a-er met." 
But it 1'':lsn't just team members that helped his accomplishments. {B'.:-:LA..:t:i.~lli~"t.i.:o:.:~id Harold Rarclo has 
this son of a Sparta coal miner along his path. "He is ,-e,:y low . B A · cert:1inly come a Jong 
T eachcrs in his segregated elcmentaI)· school keyt B1yson said of L A C K L U M N I · way from m""t:er 
prcpan-d him well for the transition to Sparta's his dear friend. "He's . lt§1i4"4'-@@#.§W':#:#f' t:\Wffii'~ beginnings. His 
integrated high school. probably a lot more " · mother died when he 
To prepare him for coll<gc, one high school · helpful to people than people realize He's not was 6, :ind neither parent recci\-ed more than an 
teacher assigned and graded papers for him dur- going to call a lot of attention to him..<elf." eighth-grade education. . 
ing the summer, but he \\':IS forced to \\':lit on the Bardo also helped p:iss along his care fc,r oth- Growing up in the southern Illinois town 
porch while she C\':lluated them. crs to his children. His son Stephen, ,,tio starred of Sparta, Bardo attended a segregated clcmen- · 
The many black athletes at SIU also pa,-ed on the Unn-ersity oflllinois' Final Four team in rary school :ind an integrated high scJ:iuol in the 
the way for him and helped him adjust to college 1989, has his own foundation dedicated to help primarily working-class hamlet about 50 miles 
life. }'<>ungsters focus on sports-related = not northl\'CSI of C:ubondalc, ,,tiere he dealt with 
One of his allies was Se)mour Bryson, who im'Oh-ing playing. racism :is a mere formality. 
was aln:ady on the basketball team when head · And this is the norm for the Bardo family. "I don't C\'Cr remember being called a 'nigger,' 
'coach Lynn Holder recruited Bardo to play for "It's just an extension of what our family likes for cxarriple," Bardo said. "We just knew 1'nere 
the Salukis. . to d., in terms of :ih,':l}'S giving back because we could go and where \\'C couldn't go. \Vhen I'd 
B11-son,. who still holds SIU's career noneofusmadeittowhere\\-eare byourseJ,.-es," go to the theater at home, I'd automatically go 
rebounding record, shared whatC\·er he could Stephen said. "There was al\\':l)'S someone there right to the right and fmd a scat. I ,,'Ould nC\'Cr 
\\ithBanio. tohelp.'" . · thinkofsittinganyplaceclsc." 
In addition to worlcing the boards, BJ)'SOn But this isn't the only trait for which the Though the black population of Sparta.was 
\\'OlX~ :1 regular job an_d sharcrl his money and .family is known. restricted in its actions, most of the minor-
ity weren't that niuch different than their white 
neighbors. · 
"E,·e:ybody w:is one class in that com-
munity," Bardo said. "If }'OUC parents \\'Orl:ed, 
they all \\'Orked at the same place basically. Some 
people . were far more industrious than other 
people and, :is a consequence, maybe h.'ld more 
material thif1h'S, but C\'Ct)-body was pretty much 
on the same lC\tl You had to go to the same 
school You ,\-ent to same churches.• 
But there was discriminatio:: C\-ident in 
Sparta,· and Bardo said that he couldn't ha,-e 
fought through the injustice to get where he is 
today without~ help of others. 
"\Ve \\'CI'C told one time if you see a toad 
sitting on a fence pDSt that there was no way 
he could get there by himself;" Bardo said. 
"Someone had to help put him there, ""d 1\-e 
l=n_ blessed in th:it 1\-e had people help me all 
throughout my life. faerybody tried to pitch in 
it seems, to help me get to the point where I :im 
today. 
. "l\-e just been helped all of my life, which is 
~good feeling.'" 
Rrfartn-Ethan Eritl:son 
am k readxd at 
ecrickson@dailycgyptian.cow 
Rodeo duh works to raise funds for ·neW Scholarship 
Club also trying 
to bring rodeo 
to Carbondale 
Christopher Morrical 
Daily Egypti_an · 
Enjoy ridin7, horses but don't 
ha,·e access to one? Or pt:rhaps you 
knew S!U had a rodeo club, but 
)'<>U c:in't :ifford the ever-raising 
costs of tuition. Fc:ir not. 
The SIU Rodeo dub is working 
reward bringing a rodeo to the 
Carbondale to raise funds for a 
new scholarsl1lp. 
Last vear, the club sponsored a 
bull-ridfng onl/ rode~ at the Du 
Quoin State Fairground,;; The 
money raised. went into :i s:wings 
account to start a scholarship. The rodeo club is meeting e,·ery in learning about rodeo and people 
Another rodeo is expected this ~ ~ other Thursday in room 213 of the who like to watch rodeos,• Beebe 
. September in Caroond_ale that will /Q J.•t f1 \ . Agriculture building. The next said. "We have se~-eral people who 
include all rodeo competitions, , ,. meeting will be Feb. 13 at 7 p.m. compete in inter-collegiate rodeo 
such as barrel racirig, calf rcping \· -~-. 'IJ Dues arc $10 per semester. in the Ozark region. \Ve ha,-e two 
and goat tying. ~ · Having a meeting the night of a barrel racers, two bull riders and ·,ve 
The club has $500 sa\'ed, but Saluki men's basketball game may also have one bull fighter." 
it is waiting untii more money is CampU!!i. not_ be the best thing to do to gH The club tra,·cls all over the 
a,•ailable before issuing the funds. people to attend, but the ro<lCC? club Midwest to compete in such e,•cnts • 
The group is giving~ lot of credit help with . the ~dvcrtising fa~ the has a plan. . as bull riding,· barrel racing, calf 
to Patricia \Vekh, the department rodeo. . . · · It plans to h:m: a short mectir:_;, roping, team· roping, s_teer wrc;-
chair for Animal Science'Food and "\Ve. had a lot of support from because it ·wants to go to the game ding, bare-back bronco riding, 
Nutrition, for getting a rodeo to the community, we really did; said as well. saddle bronc, bre~~-ai,-aj' roping 
come to the arc:i. · club membci-)odi MiUer. "\Ve got The club doesn't· just sponsor and goat tying. ·. · · .· 
"She came to me and said, a lot of donations. But wci weren't . meetings; it' does a lot of things It isn't all fun and games, how-
'\Vhat did it t:ike to p·ut ·it 011.last big enough to :idvertise _ like we. together. Every other ·Thursday ever. A }'Car ago, Clint Milliman, · 
year?'" said SIU Rodeo Club prcsi- needed to: when there isn't a meeting, the club a grad student and member of the 
dent Jessica Beebe. "She said, 'OK.- Plans for the rodeo are still gets together to play walleyball · at SIU rodeo team, ·received a serious 
I'm taking this to the Carbondale .· under1,-ay and nothing is final }'Ct. the.• Recreation Center. It also has · blow to the hc:id by a bull, lca,'ing 
Chamber of Commerce and th-e One of the positi\'es o( having pizza parties. . . him with :i scar on. his forehead. 
Con\'ention and Tourism Bureau.' a Caroond3le.rodeo is.the amount ~\Ve arc a dub designed for 
They came back :md said, 'We of recn:iring the club i:~ndo. It is. people who are interested in 
want to help you guys.'" · already trying to do this with club competing in inter-collegi:ite 
Beebe said the groups would· meetings :ind :tcth·ities: • rodeo, people who _arc. interested 
&porter Chrutophrr !\foriml 











Fan famrite Da,id Camc:i; a spaxse!J~used 
fiw-y,:.u- walk-on, was awarded a s.:holanhip for 
the spring semester i\londar 
CameJ· had been informed of s.:holmliip two 
weeks ago, but was still ecstatic about it at practice 
on :-.londay. 
"]r's gre.u; Camey s.,id. "I\,, been working 
hard for four years of my lifi; so to get a rew~rd 
like th.it is kind of nice," Camey s:iid. "Plus you get 
a little m:mey in the L: .k account to work with." 
Came\'s tcammc.tes were also thrilled about 
the s.:hooi's decision. Senior guard Kent\ \~illiams 
s.Iid he was happy that Cam<); \\i10 be called a 
great as..-et to the te>m. is finally recci,ing his just 
des..<ens. 
"He d=r.-..-s it. He"s been here frr fu-c ,-cars. 
I r's been great for him to stick :iround for fivciyears 
and now he·s rewarded his fast semester \\ith some 
s.:holmbip money." 
Brooks stepping up 
Sophomore Darren Brooks has been huge for . 
SIU the past two garnes. A game afier · hitting 
three of four free throws "ith less than a minute 
left to seal a ,ictory m-cr BradlC); Brooks led the 
Saluki dismantling of Wichita State, scoring a 
career-high 25 points while l)ing a -.choo) record 
v.ith six steals Smmhy. 
Brooks is avenging 13.4 points per game this 
season, significantly higher than last year's 9.4 
a,~. 
More career records 
Freshman Blake Schocris 10 points Saturday 
v.-cre a carccr high, as \\'ere Stetson Hamton's nine 
assists. 
Historical be.-mng 
Tne Salukis' 35-point pummeling of Wichita 
State Satwrlay was _their \\idest margin of victory 
and most points scored since defeating fa:ulS\ille 
by lOH,2 Jan. 30 in C:ubondaie. lt was the most 
lopsided ,ictory in a road conference g.1me in SIU 
history and the most prolific road beating since 
the Salukis defeated Ha\\-.ui-Hilo by 35 on Dec. 
23, 1989. 
The streak continues 
With Wednesday"s "in m-cr Bradley, SIU kept 
its home "inning streak :ili\ie. The Saluki~ haV<: 
t om to be the best black player. l want to be the best golfer et>er." Tiger Woods 
pro golfer 
D A I L Y E.G Y I' T I A N 
ed schol-arship 
COURTNEY CLOYD -THE SUNFLOWER 
SIU junior forward Brad Kom looks for 
an open teammate_while being closely 
guarded by a Wichita State player during 
the Salukis' 94-59.win over the Shockers 
Saturday in Wichita, Kan. The win set a 
school record for lc1rgest margin of victory 
in a league game on the road. 
now won 22 straight games at the SIU Arena, 
dating hack to Feb. 24 when thC)' \\'ere narrowly 
algal 79-74 by Ev.msville.Itis thefourth-l<>ngcrt 
home current streak in the I13tion. 
Evansville plummets back down to earth 
Following home "ins m-er mtionall)~ranked 
Crcighton and then-second place Wichita State, 
Evansville fell at Northern Iowa Saturda); snap-
ping its thrtt-garne "ining streak. 
The Aas lost to Southwest Missouri State 
73-58 Mondar 
They are still fifth in. the Missouri Valley 
Conference, "nich is a:rtamly imprcssn"' for a 
team pickro to finish dead last. 
Southwest still going 
SMS, picked to finish eighth in the VallCJ', 
find themseh-cs shoulder to shoulder \\ith MVC 
elites SnJ and Crcighton. The Bears imp!U\'Cd 
thcir conference rcrord to 9-1 "ith ,ictories m-er 
Indiana State Sunday and fa:illS\ille Mondar 
SIU "ill play the Bears in Springfidd, i\lo., 
on Saturday. · 
Willis' de~ons disappear 
S}i,-cster \V-illis posted another solid outing 
ag.iinst Wichita State, putting to rest a four-
game streak in which he scored only two points. 
Willis scored eight points and pulled dm,n four 
rebounds. He has 16 point in his last two outings. 
Dearman's erratic scoring continues 
Jermaine Dearman continued bis re..-.:nt pat-
tern of two high-scoring games follm,'Cd by a Im,· 
scoring outing Sarurda): 
After scoring 42 point against Bradley and · 
Indiana State, Deuman posted~ five points at 
V{ichita State. Before that three-game stretch, he 
scored 44 ~ \Vichita State and_ Crcighton, 
only to score one point the nott garne at UNi. 
Williams watch 
Senior guard Kent Williams' 13 points in 
Wichita ga\'e him 1,803 for his career. He is now 
only 61 behind Ashraf Amaya for third ,U-time 
and 75 behind Mike Glenn for =ond. 
Williams is 285 points behind Charlie Vaughn 
for first place all-time. Assuming SIU plays three 
garnes at the MVC tournament, he m1l need to 
score 23.75 points per garne to catch Vaughn. 
lf SIU rerurns to the Sweet 16, Williams m1l 
need 19 points:i game. He's avcr-.igingl4.3. 
Camey scores first points 
Cam::y, who Saluki fans )m'C to= because his 
prcscr. ..i: on !he court a..'ways means a Saluki blmv-
out, scored his first points of the sea,,on Saturda)'. 
C:tmC}" has nmv scored 15 points in his five-year 
carccrasaSaluki. 
Camey watch 
After Saturday's scoring explosion Camey is 
now only a mere 2,075 ix>ints away from the all-
time SIU scoring record. 
Rrpt,rter Mid,.,d Brmner <Dn b, reached al 
mbrenner@dailycgyptian.com 






In light of recent C\1'nts here on the SlUC 
campus, I am striking. · 
This "ill be the last column I attempt 10 
write uritil'my financial situation is bencred. 
Screw this measly wage. ' • '· · 
Rela."I'.. Stop panicking and looting stores. 
I am not soiking. 
SIU, though, fin<ls tbemsch-es in serious 
situation- a pickle, a big one. 
'The_ faculty '113_\' need more money, }1't 
the school may not ha,•e any- I don't frig-· 
gin' care. Well, if they soike I will, but just 
figure it out for Jchus' sake. 
\Vhat does wony me is one sure thing 
that will be affected - recruiting. , 
lt may at first sound trivial, but it isn't·· , 
$igning day for football is tomotrow. 
Signing day for basketball is in April.Just like 
. ming in Europe during 1347-1350 A.D., the 
timing for this historic strike is horrid. 
Like the Bia.ck Death, the symptoms of 
the strike will seem insignificant at first, but 
will lead to greater complications that will 
affect the whole school, not just athletics. 
SIU athletic director Paul Kowalczyk 
said the coaches get the umvanted burden of 
talking to the concerned parents and recruits 
about the situation concerning the possible 
strike. 
"Well, our coaches are on the firing line, 
so we h:i,'C relied on their abilities to anrn-er 
any questions" Kowalczyk said. "lt has hurt 
us some instances with football recruiting, 
I knm·1 that fiom talking with [SJU heat: 
football coach Jerry) Ki.IL• 
Km,-alczyk said the talk about the soikc 
has already tarnished many in-state rc!a-
tions. 
Nationally televised game won't be a bust 
Sitting in my bed with my nose stuffy 
and itched by the ill smells of stale cigarcne 
smoke, I thought of some of the more para-
noid ramifications. 
Recruits are the future of the SIU ath-
letic community? ••• yes. Athletics brings the 
school money? ••• yes. And the strike will 
hurt recruiting? ••• yes. So in tum, the school 
:S !,'<>ing to ha,i, worse a:hletic teams bec:iuse 
of the strike, and inadvcrtendy will lessen 
SIU's collccti,·c w:tllct? •.. Yes!· 
mlsracket Buster I 
Noon ET (ESPN2) 
Fresno State at Creighton. 
1 p;m. Er (ESPNPlus) 
N. Iowa at Louisiana Tech 
2 p.m. ET (ESPNPlus} 
lllinois State al Marshall . 
3 p.m. ET (ESPN2) 
Wis.-Milwaukee at So. Illinois, 
4 p.m. ET (ESPNPlus) 
Ball State at W. KentucJ..')' 
5 p.m. ET (ESPNPlus) 
Bowling Green al Illinois-Chi, : 
9:30 p.m. ET (ESPN2) 
' Hawaii at Kent State 
11 · p.m. ET (ESPNPlus) 
Detroit at UC-Santa Barbara 
Midnight p.m. ET (ESPN) . 
Tulsa al Gonzaga 
. Michael Brenner 
Daily Egyptian 
Bruce \Vcbcr '-'ill h:ive a chance to prmi, 
himself to the nation and his alma mater at the 
same time. 
ESPN announced Sunday night that SIU 
"ill face Wisconsin-Milwaukee, \\'cber's alma 
mater, Feb. 22 in the ESPN Bracket Buster 
game, which will be televised on ESPN2. 
\Veber was out of to\\TI recruiting and was 
not able to be reached for rommcnt, but his 
playen said there would be nu atra incentive 
in the game simply be.:ause it is against their 
coach"s old school. 
· The team wants to win on what will be a 
national stage - something r!ley say is incentive 
enough. 
·Jr', going to help no maner what," said 
junior Brad Korn. "\Ve'll get mon: national 
exposure and hopefully pick up a "in." 
Some players did express disappointment 
over their opponent. Many were hoping tor a 
team with a higher Ratings Percentage Index 
such as Fresno s~ate or, even l.;etter, Ha"-aii. 
Many on the team, including Weber, w.mtcd 
to draw Hawaii because it would mean a home 
garne in Hono)u:u ne:xt year. Instead, it "ill play 
in less-than-sunny Milwaukee. 
UW-Milwaukee's RPI is only 96 desp·1te 
a 16-5 record, but Korn said he "ill take the 
Panthers. U\V-Milwaukee plays in the Horizon 
League, a conference SJU found out can be dan-
gerous when it lost to lllincis-Chicago earlier in 
the vear. 
.:It really doesn't matter to me, but it prob-
ably would have been nice for the RPI and the 
selection team if we could h:ive gonen one of 
those teams and beat them; Korn said. "But it's 
not going to help us at all if \\'C lose, so first of 
all WC gotta \\in." 
The Bracket Buster w.1s designed to gi\'c 
mid-m.1jor teams a shot .1t n.1tional exposure 
a few weeks before the NCAA Tournament. 
Tiu-ce,othcr Missouri Valley Conference teams 
- Cn:ighton, Northern Iowa and Illinois State 
will compete in the Bracket Buster. 
Sophomore Dam:n Brooks said the o.p>-
surc, not the opponent, is the important part of 
the Bracket Buster, so he is h:ippy to be playing 
anyone. 
"I kind of wantL'O to play a higher RPI team 
like Hawaii but at the same time we get to pfay 
on ESPN2 and gel a little exposure," Brooks 
s:iid. "So it worked out pretty good." 
R,porler Mirh.ul Brenner tan b, ,,a,Jx,i at 
. mbrennes@dailycgyptian.com 
That could mean C\'Cryone else's wallet 
too. 
I cannot imagine what coach Kill would 
sa}; C\-Cn though be is an aniculate south-
erner \\ith a wide range· of never-bcfore-
heard catch phrases, to allC\iate any of his 
recruits' worries. Not to mention, if a recruit 
is youngci than 18 years of age, they need 
their parents consent to sign. 
"Hey wi: are going on strike, our school is 
broke. There is also a h111,,e disparity between 
the male and female ratio. Other than that, 
this school is great" 
Most prospects probably wouldn"t t."lkc 
the bait on that. 
Bruce Weber, SIU's men"s biskctball 
coach, said his six rears here h:i,ie been con-
stant rug-of-war iii terms of recruiting. 
Our party-s1:hool image, which some of 
our parents :uc responsible for, is something 
that \'Veber h:is had"to ansn-er to when he 
,isits recruits. 
"I know we have a nc:g:ithi, image in 
See CREGLOW, page 18 
